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More than 00 per cent of Curry
County taxes for 1919, which are now
payable, hud been collected Up to July
1st, according to data furnished by
the county treasurer, J, S. Morgan,
The total taxet assessed for the
year amounted to $555,500.00, and
of this amount $322,012.73 had been
paid in by the first of thia month. An
insight into the enormous amount of
detail work connected with the col
lection of the. county's taxes is riven
in the announcement that 5,656 tax
receipts had already been 'issued on
1910 taxes. This is more than 600
increase over last year.
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Cupid and the county clerk had a
.The employment of a Red Cross
Following were the results in the
Tourists in this section of the coun
nurse for Curry County was defi- busy week according to the marriage Democratic primary election in Par try will welcome the announcement
nitely decided upon at a meeting of license record.
Frank O. Beaty and mer County, Texas, lait Saturday: of tho State Highway Engineer, L.
the executive committee of the Cur- Miss Mary Morton, both of Clovis, County Judga:
A. Gillett that the bad stretches in
ry County Red Cross Association
Jos. D. Hamlin
240
highway between Clovis and Ros-Wednesday afternoon, and plans have were married Monday by Judge J. P.
the
M. Dickson
152
Noble.
Pat Johnson of Portales and
been made to secure the nurse as
will be repaired.
well
Miss Myrtle Short of Richland were County ar.d District Clork;
soon as possible.
Mr. Gillett, accompanied by W, C
B. N. Graham
354
Miss Margaret Tupper, state super- married by Judge Noble on Tuesday,
J. A. Hb.er
63 Davidson, district engineer for state,
vison of public health nurses, with
Marriage licenses were also issued
highway district No. 2, passed thru,
headquarters at Santa Fe, met with to Wm. M. McCluskey and Miss Sheriff and Tax Collector:
H.
Aldridge
J.
234
.
and,
secretary-treasure- r.
work
Clovis this morning oil an inspection
outlined the
the board
Gladys M. Hill, both of Clovis, and
Jim Martin
174
which
by
the
be
probably
tour of the roads in thia part of the
handled
will
V.
Hullinger
Otis
the
meeting
stock
of
a
of
At recent
Melrose and
Assessor:
Miss Pauline Johnson
state1, and stated that the
eleven
holders the followng members were nurse.
of Ranger, Tax
G. C. Bratton
257
The work of the nurse will be un Texas.
selected as directors: George Keen-amiles
of
roads
bsd
in the
Acme,
near
R. L. Galloway
149
of the
W. M. Dixon and Miss Minnie Glas
Claud; J. W. Hale, Grady; Claude der the direct supervision
bett,
gypsum
unwould
repaired
be
County
Commissioner,
Pre
Farwell
Byers, Ranchvale; S. S. Alcom, county executive board, who will act gow, both of Amarillo, were married
a state and federal aid project
cinct:
der
county
superintendent
and
with
the
Bellview-Hol-lenby
G.
Judge
CROWD ENJOYS NEW
Fields; O,
J. P. Noble Wednesday.
Turner,
McLain
on Chaves County's road program.
the county physician and other adS. D. Lawrence, Texico-Far- CONCERT FEATURES
Butcher
'. . 00
LOWLY PEANUT IS BIG
This stretch of road will come un
well; C. W. Harrison and D. W. visors.
The county officers nominated are der the third year's schedule
It is planned to nave the nurse
Music lovers enjoyed one of the Jones, Clovis.
ITEM IN U. S. PRODUCE
and re
nil present incumbents of the several pairs
give instruction work in each comwill begin not later than next
best concerts ever played in Clovis
in the county and their nomi
munity in the county, and in as many
July. Present plans include grading,
The announcement that the United offices
WHEAT OFF IN PRICE
'when Johnson's Concert Band gave
,
:L)
I
-- 1 ..
. .Hie
nation means election this fall.
.
a
ci.ii.iij,
poMioie.
fiiuoin
ui
up a stretch of thirty miles this side
its regular weekly concert last Thurs
itnit.u kiu! lim nutse will tie mrtml i
the Acme project, and this work
of
day evening. Every number was
The wheat market took a slump
"
,
T"""7T0' peanuts with the 191'J crop value
,
-will be started within a short time.
ursda' A iuiiu .ii f &,vvv iiu uccu ii uauv estimated at
goad one and the special features this week, the selling price
$80,000,000, together LOCAL NINE TO MEET
were, welcomed.
"New Mexico is very fortunately
being around $2.35 per bushel Tb for the expenses of the new under- with the fact that in the fiscal year
Hlft' er one year's contract
situated with regard to road work,"
The cornet solo by E. C. Eastin slump is attributed to the fact that
of 1920 oil and nuts worth more than
the
'demand
trained
"Since
for
SUNDAY said Mr. Gillett, "for the financing
was especially enjoyed and the vocal the markets are becoming well filled
IMNER
$40,000,000 were imported Into the
of this work cornel under a tax levy,
selection by Mrs. B. W. Johnson and with the commodity, and alto that nurses for community work is so country,
makes one realize that the
probis
said
Tupper,
great,"
Miss
it"
"it
and there is no delay in financing
has
been
for
Otto Lovan brought applause from money is closer than
All the faithful base ball fans are the repairs." Many other states, ac- - "
ble that Curry County will have to once humble peanut has grown far
some time. A recent drop in foreign
tiie crowd.
beyond Its former association with assured of a good game here Sunday cording to MY.
Gillett, finance this
The program for tonight follows exchange, in New York also had a wait as long ss September 1st before pink
lemonade and the circus, even when the local nine clashes with the work through bond issues,
the
securing
services of the nurse,
which are
Tieke, tendency to force the markets down.
March "The Conqueror,'
though It does not eschew its fo.iiter Fort Sumner team, according to Dr, particularly
he car shortage was not considered but the Red Cross will make every
hard to float at this time,
Overture
Count,"
"The Jron
'
effort to place a nurse here as soon frequent environment. But the pea G. C. Goodwin, manager. Fort Sum and the road work in more that
a great factor in yesterday's drop.
King.
nut is said to contain 60
oil, and ner has a slugging team, and the lo dozen western
possible."
as
n
and
Lake,
Fox Trot "The Booster,"
has rapidly risen to be an important cats are eager to give the visitors a states Is tied up
waiting for the bond
One Step "Peggy," Moret.
ABO PASS ROUTE MEETING
food factor, furnishing a vegetable good trimming.
market to get back to normal.
Intermission, 10 minutes.
CONVENES HERE IN AUGUST
(
is
oil
in
that much
demand. Accord'
According to a late announcement,
RQDES BUYS
ACRES
Mr. Gillett has just completed tho
March "On the Square," Panolla
lug to the National City Bank of New the Tucumcari base ball nine will be
inspection tour of district No. 2,
Grand Sacred Selection "Joy to
Final plana for the Abo P&
York, peanuts to the value of $10,- - hero Sunday, August 8th for the third
which comprises Otero, Lincoln, Lea,
the World," Barnhouse.
Route will be discussed at a meeting
FROM SHIPLEY BROS. 000,000 were Imported into the clash of the season. In the first
Eddy, ai Chaves counties, and from
Vocal Solo (with baud) Selected
of representatives of towns slong
United States during the ten months game Tucumcari lost "to Clovis,
but Clovis he will make a tour through
E. E. Tagader.
"
the routo which will bo held In Clovis
ending April, 1920. Surely the smil won the second game; and
the third district No. 3. J, B. Easter, district
A. J. Rodes this week purchased
"Broadway One Step," King.
on Monday, August 10th, according
ing vender with his minute paper
will be watched with interest
one
, engineer for the latter district, which
800
Shipley
of
from
the
March "Lights Out," McCoy.
acres
land
to D. W. Jones, secretary of the
sacks bearing anjnvcrse ratio to the
ie made up-o- f
consideration of$20,.
Curry, Quay, Roose
local Chamber of Commerce. ' At this ranck for
number of pennM he collects for GOVERNOR PARDONS 81
Mr. Rodes says he plsns to
velt Guadalupe and DeBaca countietf
both from 000.
meeting representatives
SMALL FIRE ON
them, could never dispose of such a
DURING FISCAL YEAR met Mr. Gillett here' and win make
model wheat farm out of the
SOUTH LANE STREET New Mexico and Texas will be pres make
stock. The peanut has indeed taken
place.
the tour with him.
.
ent.
its place as an accredited article of
Santa Fe, July 28. Eighty-on- e
This land Is located north of Claud food.
"We have a good substantial conFire resulting in slight damage was
The Abo Pass Routn hss been defl
persons convicted of offenses under
tract on the projects from Texico to
reported at the S. L. D'Spaln resi nitcly located through Becker, Moun in the heart of the wheat belt of
the laws of New Mexico were given
Portales," said Mr. Gillett "and I exdence at 100 South Lane, Saturdav tainair, Wiltard, Encino, Vaughn, tho county.
WATER POWER IS GAINING
their liberty undor executive orders
afternoon.
The outbuildings
and Yeso, Fort Sumner, Taiban, Tolar,
PROMINENCE WITHIN STATE signed by Govennor O. A. Larrazolo pect the work on these roads to start
within the next three weeks." This
back fence caught fire from some Melrose, Clovis,
Bo FAYETTE COPELAND, JR., TO
l,
durimr a period of
Snonths, ending
BE RED CROSS SECRETARY
unknown cause, but were extinguish' vina, Friona, Hereford, Canyon and
contract which has just been let,
New Mexico is growing out of the July 1, 1920. This is at
the rate of specifies a hard surfaced
cd by the department befone the Amarillo. From Amarillo the rcute
road from
stage
of Infancy in the water power a pardon evory four days, exclusive Clovis
At a meeting of the executive com
to Portales, and a graded road
flames gained any headway.
has not bi n located but will probab
mittee vof the Curry County Red situation and tho problem of sup ot Sunday. Of these 22 had been con with concrete drainage
structure
ly follow the Santa Fe railway to
Cross Wednesday afternoon, Fayette plying all the requests for water victed of murder and were serving from Clovis
to Texico.
Panhandle, Canadian, Higgins, and
CLUB MEETING MONDAY
Copeland, Jr., was appointed .home rights is becoming an important terms that varied from 10 years to
then east to Amelt and Enid, Okla- service secretary to (Succeed E. C. item, according to State Highway life. There were eight serving 99- R. M. BISHOP BUYS
homa, and north through Wellington,
The Federation of Women's Cl-- bt
Engineer L. A. Gillett, who passed year terms, another an
tin, who hue resigned.
term.
J. FRANK NEEL FARM
Wichita,
Emporia,
Kansas
and
City.
In
High
meet
School audi
will
the
The local Red Cross will be busy through Clovis on a road inspection These nine persons, sentenced
to
torum Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock
This route furnishes a much short for the next few days preparing fnr tour .this morning.
servo an aggregate of 872 years,
The land market in Curry County
er and better way than the Santa Fe the meeting of the Federal Board of
Heretofore, anyone who wanted served instead actual time of 98 years
received another boost Tuesday when
ENTERTAINED MONDAY EVE
Trail from Kansas City to tho Rio Vocational Education which meets water rights along the streams of the or an average of a little less than 11 a
deal was closed whereby R. M.
Grande at Belcn, and more than here next Monday.
state could get them for the asking, years. The shortest time served un
Bishop purchased the 270 acre farm
Miss Kathleen Love, . assisted by 3,000 tourists have already passed
but this is almost a thing of the past, der one of these long sentences was
belonging to J. Frank Neel, for $90
her sister, Mrs. C. C. Baker, very de over this route during the lost six
according to Mr. Gillett.
two years. The shortest term served
FIXTURES HAVE BEEN '
per acre, tho total consideration bo- lightfully entertained a few of her months. It is predicted that 10,000
Returning from a hearing on a for murder was 15 months under a
INSTALLED IN NEW BANK
in $42,300. This farm lies on the
friends at the beautiful home of her cars will paas over the new route the
petition for water power rights In tho sentence of 10 years.
Abo Pass Highway two miles west of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J, E. Love first year after it la permanently lo
The Farmer's State Bank has an lower Pecos Valky below Carlsbad,
Of the total number of releases
Clovis and is one of the best imMonday evening. The evening was cated, signed and marked.
nounced Saturday, August 7th as its the highway engineer announced
from prison, 54 were from the peni- proved
that
farms In Curry County.
most enjoyably spent and at a late
formal opening day, inviting their plans were under way to make a com tentiary, which had
a population of
hour a dainty salad course was served SPECIAL SERVICES AT
friends to call in arid inspect their plete survey of the Pecos
18
about
325,
river in
from the reform school
to the following: Misses Elsie and
CHRISTIAN CHURCH new banking quarters at that time, this state with the view of abjudi tor boys and 10 from Jail. There
Josephine Garner and Messrs. Jorni
The new fixtures have been com cating the water rignts along tho were released from
III
the penitentiary
gan, Stuie and Shaw.
pletely installed now and they are entire water course.
two women, one for murder snd one
Chas. D. Poston of Alma, Mich'
not only beautiful but arranged for
This will affect the rights of all the for larceny, and two were released
igan, is conducting a series of meetYOUTRFULjApOLATORS
and convenience.
irrigation farms down the Pecos Val- from jail. There were si pardons to
Christian service
ing this week at the
IS BOOMED FOR Church. He is being assisted by
ley, and these rights will be granted persons convicted of larceny of cat
Judge Sam Bratton heard a pie
by court decree according to priority. tie, one for larceny of hones and one
Harry K. Shields of Glendora, Cali
of guilty Wednesday afternoon from
Mr. Gillett estimates
that about for obliterating brands.
fornia, whs is conducting the singing, THE NEWS GOES TO
STATE SSPERi:iTEfIN
2500 claims will come before tho
J. V. Viglini, charged with theft, tad
The services aro being held each
tBSSaSBBHSW
court befo:e tha matter is finally LABOR SHORT ACE HAS
evening this week, except Thursday
Mearl Berry, charged with forgery.
S2.00 PEHYEAR SEPT.1 settled.
Friends of E. W, Bowycr, superin snd will close Sunday night
NOT BEEN SERIOUS
Viglini, who is eighteen years of
tendent of Clovis schools, are solicit
This matter will take considerable
age
admitted to having stolen a
ing him to be a candidate for the
Commencing September 1, 1920, time, even after the survey is comHarvesting is over in Curry Coun
REPUBLICAN STATE
Democratic nomination for State Susubscription
the
price
Clovis pleted, whith will take about two ty and much of the grain has been pistol from O. C. Terry, a cook in s
tlm
of
CONVENTION LIKELY
pcrintendent The present Incumbent,
News will be $2.00 per year. The years.
threshed.
Curry County farmers local restaurant.
v
TO BE HELD SEPT. 7
Jonathan H. Wagner can not be.
blank paper that goes into fifty-tw- o
have gotten through harvest with not
Young Berry, who Is only sixteen
candidate to succeed himself and ed
issues of the paper now costs more TRUCKS HELPING TO
a great deal of trouble for lack of recently forged a check and exchangSeptember 7 may be the date set than
ucatom of tho state have been cast
two dollars with every Indication
MARKET BIG CROP farm labor, notwithstanding the big ed it for merchandise at Kendall Dry
Republican
convention
state
ing around for a roal school man to for the
that newsprint will go still higher
crop oi grain, utoor-savin- g
ma- Goods Co.
He also admitted having"
succeed him In office. Mr. Bowycr'i which Is to be held in Albuquerque, during the next'few months. Added
Auto trucks are helping tho farmer chinery and pretty weather have con passed another bum check at Belen.
suggested
date
and
been
This
has
boom for the nomination has come
to this expense is the decided in to market his big grain crop this tributed toward getting the harvest
Judge Bratton did not pass sen
followinir his recent trips to Silver George R. Craig,, chairman of the crease in second-clns- s
postage rates year. Hauling Curry County's wheat ing done promptly.
tence on 'either of the youthful law
I
Rcpublicnn
committee
central
City and Las Vegas where he lectured
that went into effect on July 1st. crop to the elevators with wagon and
violators at the session Wednesday
before the state normals at both was today communicating with the Practically every paper in the Texos teams alono this year would require
BOUGHT FINE FARM
afternoon.
members
of
committee
tho
of
other
places.
Panhandle, as well as New Mexico much time.
A. L. Keene, who Is charged with
five which has been named to fix the has
J. C. Nelson and Joe Hall have having stolen narcotics from- the
Ion? since raised subscription
ditto, to learn if September 7 would rates to $2.00 and the News
SUNRISE BREAKFAST
has only
sold their
100,000 BUSHEL ELEVATOR
farm west of Southwestern Drug Co. a few weekt
agreeable. The committee of five
taken this step as a final resort to
Clovis to F. B. Herod and Sam Jones. ago, was bound over until the August
TO BE ERECTED SOON be.
was named by the state central com break even on
A crowd of Clovis young people The deal was made by the Union term of District Court when he will
the cost of white
mittee.
paper.
motored south of Clovis on the Por Mortgage Company.
Speaking of the new 100,000
be given a jury trial.,
TJie committee is composed of II,
. Renw Before Rate Becomes
tales highway this morning and en
Those gentlemen have atao bought
bushel elevator the Cramer Mill and
joyed a delightful sunrise breakfast. a quarter section adjoining this land.
Effective
Elevators Co. will build here, Mr. Bursum, who was in Albuquerque
ANOTHER BIG ONE
burlng the month of August sub- Those in the party were: Misses Thcl
W. B. Cramer said to tho Newt man today: Eduardo Otero, Secundlno
WILL RETURN NEXT WEEK
this week; "This 'increased capacity Romero, Thomas Hughes, and Mr. scribers will be pornitted to renew ma Rengnn, Mary Anderson, Minnie
The News Is displaying a giant
.
v.
their subscriptions at the old rate Rogers, Lillian Patton and Verda An
for our elovator is made necessary Craig.
stalk of sweet cbver that was
Soptember 7 has been suggested of $1.P0 per year. On Soptember 1st derson, and Messrs. Ernest Balrd,
by the big whoat crop and the big row
Mr. and Mrs. A. Mandell will re brought to Clovis by It O. Robinson.
crop In sight for this fall. The new because it follows Labov Day and it the rate goes to $2.00 and every sub Oliver Sikes, Ernest McDaniols, Allie turn to Clovis the first of the week. The stalk measures a little over six
elevator will likely be adjoining our is believed it would assure a largo scrlber who is not paid In advance Montgomery and Mr. and Mrs. G. P. They will be accompanied by Mr. feet and was raised on the ranch ot
representation at the convention,
presont mill on the south."
will be dropped from the list
Kuykendall.
Mandell's daughter, Pauline.
W. M. Robinson, north of St Vrauu
,
A meeting of the Curry County
Company stock
Rural Telephone
holders was1 held in the Chamber of
Commerce . rooms Wednesday afternoon, and the following officers were
elected: O. G. Turner, Hellene, pres
ident; W. W. Ilungate, Pleasant Hill,
Ice president; J. W. Hale, Grady,
second vice president; C. W. Harrison, Clovis, chairman of the board of
directors, and D.'W. Jones, Clovis,
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The Clovis News
Official Paper of Curry County
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publisher
Entered at the postoffice at Clovis,
New Mexico, as second class matter
'
under the act of March 3, 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
1.50
One Year
.75
Six Months
Foreign Adv.ni.lnc RrpretentMiv
THE AMtRICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION

SAFE FOR CONCERTS
A little over four years ago A. W.
Johnson started the Clovis band, and
the progress the band has made during that time should make the citizens
of Clovis feel proud. Last Thursday's
splendid concert shows how much
hard work has been spent, for with
one or two exceptions, the members
knew nothing about a band four
,
yean ago. There may be
of course, than the Clovis
band, but no town on the
plains can boast of one, and many
towns larger than Clovis are crying
their need for such a musical organization. Plainview, Texas, paid $889
for two days' band concert Inst week.
Thit city is no better than Clovis,
yet the $3,500 offer for summer con
certs in Plainview is still open. The
Clovis band is strictly a volunteer
proposition, and it is only through the
untiring work of the director that
Clovis has a band, of which she
However,
should be justly proud.
Clovis does not seem to appreciate
tier band and the concerts that are
given free every Thursday evening.
Last Thursday, during one of the best
concerts ever heard in this city, more
than a Hundred children romped
Around the band stand, yelling at the
fop of their voices and having a gay
time while their parents calmly filled
the benches and made no effort to
top tho noise. At the edge of the
crowd several centers of gossip form-d- ,
each trying ts see who could talk
the loudest. And those who really
wanted to hear tho concert were disgusted at the conflicting bedlr.m of
v ices. It's a nice thing for the
children to have the park to play in,
but it's in the same placo every other
night in the week, and parent should
be courteous enough to see that their
children are quiet. It is disrepcct- ful, discourteous and thoroughly impolite to be boibtrous at a public concert, and when the noise is so great
that the concert must be stopped,
something should be done. Common
courtesy will net stand for it; John-tonband will not stand for it, and
the citizens of Clovia should not
stand for it. While we are progressing in civilization, Clovis should be
made safe for concerts.
bettel-fcands-

Commerce for the next six months?
ANCER
Every citizen of Clovis should have
Anger is man's most flagrant fault.
a part in helping to boost the town,
and there is no better method than Anger is practical foolishness.. Anger is not argument, neither is it an
getting behind the Chamber of
evidence of power.
Reason is as far from anger a?
There is a marked activity In Cur Pottatawn is from Potadam.
Anger is a surface madness and
ry County land right now. Many
resentment.
farms have changed hands lately and not a down-deeAnger is usually the answer to
real estate dealers say 4hey look for
farm property to sell more readily some small displeasure and more ofand at higher prices this fall than ten ends in repentance.
at any time in the history of the Getting riled, getting provoked,
county. One encouraging
feature getting incensed and then flying off
about real estate sales is that the the handle is a passion that never
'
highest price for land are being paid pays.
Review
the
results of the past and
by people who live right here in Curry County and know the real value you will find that all accomplishment
worth while has been brought about
of farming property.
while in a mental poise.
Anger poisons the body, queers the
The print paper situation
to grow more serious dailv. Bie nerves, weakens the intellect and
magazines with millions of dollars withers the soul.
Getting angry will eventually put
behind them, have been compelled to
skip issues during the summer months the death rattle in your throat. Arnror
for the very reason that money would will put a crimp in your cash balance
not buy blank paper to print their and finally take you from yourself.
Let a man be wronar and fail
editions on. Every publisher la the
country is facing a crisis during the admit it and the very first thing he
next six month
Blank paper prices win do is to get angry.
Anger is outside evidence of In.
are nuturally soaring as a result of
the scarcity. Paper mills that are side weakness.
Anger seldom, if ever,
not bound by contracts are asking
its purpose, but alwavs remit.
unheard of prices for news print and
under existing conditions are able to hits and hurts the man that lose hi.
sell at most any price. The News, as head.
well as most every naoer in the coun
A SUGGESTION
try, is adjusting its subscription price
to help meet this crisis. It is not
If you live
right that the advertiser should bear
all the burden of the increased cost stand for a few minutes in front of a
of paper, for the blank paper alone great railway station between 7 and
that goes into a year's issue of the a u ciock i.i tne mrrning, or between
Clovis News now costs more than 5 and 7 at night and watch tho m,A
$2.00 and no reader would ask that pouring in or out. Go to the heart
he be furnished a subscription to his of tho shopping section ir. the mid-dl- o
v,
of the duv and nturrvn
county paper at less than its actual
. . HIU
blUC
of people that flows and eddies about
cost to the publisher.

THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS
"Tfce

T

ANE

AND

SONS GRAIN COMPANY

&

Our Motto:

'The Price Is The Thing"
See us before you sell

v

LANE, Manager

S. W.

's

.'

A Frenchman says France can dbv
her debt in forty years. By that tme
we hope to pay ours. '

NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
Creditors and all others Interested

Dodge Brothers Cars
Chevrolet Cars
Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

The VACCINE That
Made Kansas Famous
This is the original formula
Kansas Germ Free Vaccine
(Aggression) which has revolutionized Blackleg treatment.
It originated thru experiments
at Kansas Agricultural College
directed by the president of
this company In person. One
dose prevents Blackleg. Proved
on over a million calves.
reliable one trial con-- ,
vinces.
U. S. Blackleg Vaccine ,20c
--Absolutely

218io South Main Street
At Mrs. Broome's Millinery

Farmers' Friend"

We solicit your banking business.

Cables report that a Belgian gained
admittance to Doom Castle and wal
loped Wilhelm Hahenzollern'wound-in- g
the former Emperor in tho jaw."
The Belgian evidently knew
vulnerable
spot. Toronto
Globe.

Fancy Dressmaking A
Specialty

Administrator.

one-tent- h

MRS. PEARL POWELL
Seamstress

Modern Shoe Shop

County, as the time and place for
final settlement and hearing of said
estate, and to hear objections thereto, if any.
ZEIXA McFARLIN,

y

p

A youth always wishes he were
older, and a woman, always wishes
she were younger.

in the estate of Jesse A. McFarlin,
deceased, are hereby notified that the
Probate Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, has set the 6th day of September, 1920, bt 10 o'clock a. m. at
the County Clerk's office in said

great; department stores
and
sometimes fills tho s'rett from curb
to curb. When ysu have fixed the
picture so firmly in your mind that
even with your, eyes closed you can
see your fellow creatures as bees in
a swarm, pushing, crawling, 'ceas-leslmoving over and upon and
against one another, ask yourself how
many of them actually produce
or one hundredth of the food
that they eat. Everything that gocth
in the mouth of a man must come,
directly or indirectly, from the soil,
and by the work of human hand.
When wou have made your mental
picture of the people in the city who
expect to bo fed, and another mental
picture of the farmers who are expected to feed them, you will know
one reason why food is scarce and
high, and you will also have had a
hint of what you can do to improve
conditions. Youth's Companion,

the

per

Skarda Auto, Truck and
Tractor Co.'

dose.

Worswick
Distributors,

& Logan
Roswell, N. M.

...

"S

I

Clovis Harness

ma

Shop
Again we are doing business at our

1

location at 115 South Main Street,
and we shall be glad to met all our

3

an aa rx

1

's

Have you contributed your share
toward financing the Chamber of

old customers and give
same courteous

our

them

the

eatment that made

shop famous.

Sales of this tire have increased co
the first six months of this year, prov-

E. L. Sasser
PROPRIETOR

ing the balanced tire, the Firestone
3& has accomplished what Firestone
sought for it, more mileage, greater
economy, greater comfort, which has
been passed on to the public at low
cost most miles' per dollar.

Money Harder

to Obtain in
the East

Notwithstanding the fact that money is much
harder to get in the east, we are still making loans
on improved farms favorably located, but we arc
' restricted for the present to loans on improved farms
occupied and farmed by applicant.
loans at this time to

iLj&J-

Balanced! That means to you more
than mere thickness of tread, greater air capacity more plies of fabric,
greater cushioning, or the gauge of
the sidewall. It means that all
component parts of the Firestone 3Vi
are scientifically balanced by specialists who have put years of study and
practice into a single purpose to
meet your demand in a small car tire.
You can now have all four tires on
your car give uniform service if they
are Firestone.

Cannot make

non-residen-

Union Mortgage

(

non skid )
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Gray Tube $3.75
Red Tube $4.50
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day of July. A. D. 1920. at 2 :00 cats on an avcrago of f ifty oounds of
Mexico, one share.
LIST YOUR PROPERTY
If Japan had a right to take Shan
J. B. Woods, Havener, New Mex- o ciock p. nu, ana ouiy recoraea in jijj a day,
,, ,
tung,' it would not need so long an
ico, One share.
In a Junglo so dense that it was
We want to list anything you have explanation
Washington Post
A. L. Dickey, Clovis, New Mexico, Articles of, Incorporation
of said
necessary to hackj(8aath with cut-- for sale, whether it is farm, ranch or
Two shares.
county.
L. F. Simpson. Clovis. New Mex
lasses a surveyor on the Gold Coast city property. We give prompt serv
W. C. ZERWER,
Chancellor Muller says: "Germany
(SEAL)'
ico, One share.
County Clerk of Africa recently discovered a mas- ice and are making a good many
la through with the war," but the
J. H. Matlock. Clovis. Now Mexico.
sive copper chair that Queen Victoria sales and have clients at this time
One share.
on
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
wsr is not through with
gavo to an Ashanti chief. No one for almost any kind of property. .
S. L. Willis. Havener. New Mexico.
v
State Corporation Commission of
Post
One share.
knows the whole history of tho chair,
If you want to buy anything see
New Mexico.
W. J. Rots, Havener. New Mexico,
but there is a native legond that the us.
Certificate of Comparison.
One share.
United States of America. State of old chief used it as his throne and
France may pretend that she
If you want to sell anything list it
Fred Rush. Havener. New Mexico, New Mexico,.
ho died his people placed It with us.
when
fought
for human freedom, but how
One share. '
It is Hereby Certified, that the an- over his grave,
J. E. Ledbetter, Havener, New nexed
where it has remained
UNION MORTGAGE CO. is she going to explain that tax on
is a full, true and complete
iiicaivVi viiu noma,
unmolested In spite of its value, the
of
bachelors? Wichita Beacon.
J. W. Elliott, Havener, New Mexico, transcript
Certificate of Stockholders' Non- -' the sole relic of the splendor of a sav
One share..
If its news The News wants it
Liability of
J. A. Willis, Havener, New Mexico, FARMERS
Phone ut. NoT 97.
GRAIN age king.
Phone 97 for job work of all kinds.
Uno share.
In 1919 the Philadelphia
mint
COMPANY
C. L. Lockmiller, Havener, New
(No Stockholders' Liability)
made for Peru 7,000,000 bronze
Mexico. One share.
No. 10670
plects, 13,750 nickel pieces and 29,
J, C. Heard, Havener, New Mexico, with the endorsement
thereon, "at
One share.
record 195 gold one pound blanks; for Ar
appears
and
of
on
file
same
W. E. Mills, Havener, New Mexico,
gentina it made a large order of
in .the office of the State CorporaOn') share.
Commission.
tion
bronze pieces and 47,595,000 nickel
V. Tate, Havener, New Mexico,
In Testimony Whereof, the State pieces; and for Siam 13,175,000
'
One share.
Corporation Commission of the State
H. A. Neal, Clovis, New Mexico,
of New Mexico hat caused thit Cer bronze pieces. In the same year the
Attest:
One shure.
to be signed by itt Chairman San Francisco mint made for the
tificate
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
A.
New
Mexico,
Wallace,
Clovis,
J.
and the seal of said Commission, to Phillipine Islands which use American
One share.
affixed at the City of Santa Fe gold coins, but which have other
John Tatum, Clovis, New Mexico, be
GRAIN
FARMERS
on this 12th (lav or July, A. D. 1820.
One
share.
coins made according to their own
COMPANY.
(SEAL)
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Frank Groudon, Havener, New Attest:
designs, 2,000,000 nickel pieces and
(No Stockholders' Liubility)
Chairman
Mexico. One share.
When we solicit your business and ask for a
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
11,115,000 silver pieces.
State of New Mexico, County of
Howard Homer, St. Vrain, New
Curry, as.
to show you what our service means to you,
The recent death of Capt. John
chance
Mexico, One share. .
Know All Men By These Presents:
Certificate of Stockholders' Non Johncox calls to mind the story of
R. S. Brawley. Havener, New Mex
offer
we
you the best recommendation any business
That we. Ben Christian. Frank Hur- ico. One share.
Liability of FARMERS
his once having attempted to thrash
Ipv. A. Hankhoune. C. C. McGco, D.
Mexico, TIVE GRAIN COMPANY,
offer.
New
Havener.
can
E.
White.
J.
That is the recommendation of our cusr Wi..
I
n
Tot
or.
C
. n,irto
- - - - - One
.
w.
III U, v.
the late King Edward of England,
share.
(No Stockholders' Liability)
tomers.
Ask
any of
are still with us betiller, J. B. Woods, A. L. Dickey. L. F.
C. J. ShouD. Havener. New Mexico.
then
Prince
tripped
Wales,
who
of
State of New Mexico. County of
Simpson, J. H. Matlock, S. L. Willis, One share.
they
cause
pleased
with
are
bur service and they
him in the dark on the yachtsmen's
Curry, ss.
W. J. P.P". Fred Rush, J. E. LedW. M. Holman,
New
Havener,
know what it means to be satisfied.
We, Ben Christian, Frank Hurley, green at Cowes In 1880. The captain
better. J. W. Elliott, J. A. Willis, C. Mexico, One share.
V, did not get very far, for the Prince's
L. Lockmilkr, J. C. Heard, W. E.
G. T. Dixon, Havener, New Mexico, A. Hankhouse, (J. C. McUee, D.
Winn. C. J. Quante. O. C. Tefer identity was soon revealed, and the
Mills, V. Tate. H. A. Ncal, J. A.
One
share.
Call us today.- John Tatum, Frank Groudon,
D. I. Bamett, Clovis, New Mexico, tiller, J. B. Woods, A. L. Dickey, fight came to an end ; but apparently
L. r . Simpson. J. ii. Matlock, a. L.
Howard Homer, R. S. Browlr y. J. E. One share.
Ross. Fred Rush. J. E. he was justified in the attempt, and
White, C. J. Shoup, W. M. Holman,
J. A. Matthews, Clovis, New Mex- Willis, W. J. W.
Ledbetter. J.
Elliott. J. A. Willis, Edward, as he frequently .showed in
C. T. Dixon, D. I. Bnrr.ctt, J. A. Mat- ico, One share.
C. L. Lockmiller, J. C. Heard.W. E.
thews, all resident citizens o! the
The aggregate thereof,
h
"sport"
Mills. V. Tate. H. A. Neal. J. A. after life, was a
United State, and of the State of Two Thousand and
(J2.000.-00- )
0
Wallace, John Tatum. Frank Grou. to admit It
New Mexico, have united together
Dollars,
which
is
the
amount
with
for the purpone of forming a cor- - the corporation will commence busi- don. Howard Homer.R. S. Brawley.
J. E. White, C. J. Shoup.W. M. Hol
under and by virtue of the
Senator Johnson,
on his long,
Iioration the State of New Mexico, ness.
6. The period limited for the dur- man. G.T. Dixon. D. I. Bamett. and weary ride homeward from Chicago,
hereby
Matthews,
A.
certify
J.
declare:
do
and
and do therefore
ation of said corporation is fifty (SO)
1.
declare that there shall be no Stock doubtless recalled the persistent in
The name of the corporation years.
hall be FARMERS
7. The names and addresses of holders' liability on account of any dividual of whom it wat said he took
GRAIN COMPANY, No Stockhold-in- ' the Board of Directors, and Officers stock Issued by the r AKMEK3 (JO nothing from the pie counter but his
PHONE 48
GRAIN COMPANY,
Liability.
who shall direct the affairs of this OPERATIVE
elbows. New Haven Journal-Cou- r
(.No
2. The location of its principal corporation for the
liability),
Stockholders'
which
of
first three (3)
office in the State of New Mexico months, or until their successors are corporation we are the Incorporator!, ier.
TTTTTTfTtTTTTtTTTTTTTT? ffTf tTTTTttTTi
In witness whereof, we have here
will be at Havener, Curry County, elected and qualified, are:
unto
set
hands
and
our
seals
this
the
State of New Mexico, and the name
Board of Directors
of the agent therein and in charge C. C. McCee, Havener, New Mexico. 10th day of June, A. D. 1920.
A. HANKHOUSE (Seal)
thereof, upon whom process against C. J. Shoup, Havener, New Mexico.
D. V. WINN (Seal)
the corporation may be served is Ben A. L. Dickey, Clovis, New Mexico.
C. J. QUANTE (Seal)
fhriiitlan.
J. A. Willis, Havener, New Mexico.
S.
C. C. McGEE (Seal)
The object and purposes for J. B. Woods, Havener, New Mexico.
O. C. TEFERTILLER
(Seal)
vhich this corporation is organized,
Officers
and the nature of the business to be C. C. McGee, President
J. a. WOODS (Seal)
' carried on by it, are stated and de Ben Christian. Vice President.
BEN CHRISTIAN (Seal)
A.'L. DICKEY (Seal)
scribed and declared to be at follows, C. J. Shoup, Secretary-TreasureJ. R. MATLOCK (Seal)
8. It it hereby atrreed and under
for Highest Possible Quality
S. L. WILLIS (Seal)
FIRST. To conduct and carry on stood that each stockholder shall only
W. J. ROSS (Seal)
the business of buying, telling and have and ha ntttlid In an vnte ir
Lowest Possible Price
dealing in all kinda of grain, hay and respective of the number of shares .
J. E. LEDBETTER (Seal)
H. A. NEAL (Seal)
other farm produce and farm pro- of stock so held by him, but that the
FRANK GROUDON (Seal)
ducts, live stock and provisions, coal board of directors may from time to
all
and
fuel
J. W. ELLIOT (Seal)
wood and other kinds of
time make, alter modify, and rescind
goods,
mer
ware
and
of
kinda
'C. J. SHOUP (Seal)
other
subject to action thereon
its
chaiidise. and to do a general commia- - by the stockholders at any regular
D.I. BARNETT (Seal)
on and brokerage business in any meeting
J. A. MATHEWS (Seal)
any special meetor
thereof,
J. A.'WILLIS (Seal)
or all of the foregoing kinds of ing of the stockholders called for that
property, and alno to build, acquire, purpose.
HOWARD HOMER (Seal)
own, operate and maintain a wareFRANK HURLEY (Seal)
IN
WHEREOF.
We
WITNESS
and storage nave hereunto set our
R. S. BRAWLEY (Seal)
house or warehouses
hands
and
seals
business, and to do and transact all this) the 10th dav of June. A. D. 1920,
v
J. C.. UCAUU (SIBi
-:1
J. E. WHITE (Seal)
other business necessary or incidental
A. HANKHOUSE (Sqal)
C. L. LOCKMILLER (Seal)
to the conduct and carrying on of
u. v.
iseau
G. T. DIXON (Seal)
the btisineas aforesaid.
C. J. QUANTE (Seal)
and
SECOND. To manufacture
FRED RUSH (Seal)
C. C. MeGF.E
Seal
L. F. SIMPSON (Seal)
acll any and all the products that may
O. C. TEFERTILLER
(Seal)
J. A. WALLACE (Seal)
be manufactured from grains of any
B. WOODS (Seal)
J.
kind, or from any other farm proJOHN TATUM (Seal)
BEN CHRISTIAN (Seal)
W. M. HOLMAN (Seal)
duce or farm products; and to do a
A. L. DICKEY (Seal)
E. MILLS (Seal)
trcneral milling and manufacturing
H. MATLOCK (Seal)
J.
business in said grains and other proV. TATE (Seal)
i
S. L. WILLIS (Seal)
ducts, and In any materials necessary,
State of New Mexico, County of
W. J. ROSS (Seal)
might
smoking your first Spur, you
useful or convenient in carrying on
curry, precinct wo.
as.
J. E. LEDBETTER (Seal)
said milling and manufacturing busiOn thit the 10th day of June. A,
H. A. NEAL (Seal)
say "just right," '"immense" or "great"
D. 1920, before me personally ap
ness, and also to build, acquire, own,
FRANK GROUDON (Seal)
operate and maintain elevators, mills,
peared Hen Christian, r rank Hurley
W. ELLIOT (Seal)
J.
a
ton
n
v
storage
R,nUmi.i
r
houses,
M.r!..
warehouses and
means the same thing. Means : "There was
C. J. SHOUP (Seal)
gether with the necessary real estate
Winn, C. J. Quante, O. C. Tefer
D. I. BARNETT (Seal)
Dickey,
a.
on which to build and maintain said
Woods. A. L.
tiller. J.
room at the top for a cigarette that can refresh
J. A. MATHEWS (Seal)
buildings for the proper conduct and
L. F. Simpson, J. H. Matlock, S. L.
J. A. WILLIS (Seal)
carrying on of said business afore-aiW.
Willis,
Koss.
Rush,
Fred
J.
J. E
HOWARD HOMER (Seal)
a tired and much tried taste. And Spur's that
Ledbetter, J. W. Elliott, J. A. Willis
FRANK HURLEY (Seal)
THIRD. To buy, sell, trade, deal
C.
L.
C.
Lockmiller,
E
J.
Heard.W.
R. S. BRAWLEY (Seal)
cigarette."
in, at wholesale and retail, groceries,
Mills. V. Tate. H. A. Neal. J. A
J. C. HEARD (Seal)
provisions, food supplies, wares, vegJohn
Wallace,
Tatum,
Frank
Grou.
J. E. WHITE (Seal)
In the new Spur blend you find :
etables, produce, and all other articles
don, Howard Homer.K. S. Brawley,
C. L. LOCKMILLER (Seal)
and things incidental to a general
J. E. White. C. J. Shouo.W. M. Hoi- G. T. DIXON' (Sell)
grocery, vegetable, food supply, pouman. G. T. Dixon. D. I. Barnett. and
The richness of the
Oriental leaf
FRED RUSH (Seal)
ltry fish, game, produce ana provision
J. A. Matthews, to me well known to
L. F. SIMPSON (Seal)
acll
mercantile business, and to buy,
be the same persons described in and
tempered by the mildness and fragrance of
J. A. WALLACE (Seal)
trade, deal in, at wholesale or retail,
who executed the above and forego
JOHN TATUM (Seal)
boots and shoes, clothing, hats, caps,
ing
instrument and who each sck
W. M. HOLMAN' (Seal)
tobaccos.'
Hurley and other choice home-grow- n
nowledged to me that he executedthe
and ladies' and gentlemen's wearing
W. E. MILLS (Seal)
apparel of any and all kinds and to
as
same
act
and deed for the
hit free
V. TATE (Seal)
a happy blend that brings out to the full
buy. sell, trade, and deal in. at whole
State of New Mexico, County of usea and purposes therein expressed.
sale or retail, all kinda of farming Curry, Precinct No. 14, as.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have
that good tobacco taste.
tools and machinery, and to do a
On this the 10th day of June, hereunto set my hand and affixed my
trcneral mercantile business.
IF your dealer caaaot supply fern,
A. D. 1920, before me personally ap- official seal on this the 10th day of
FOURTH. To carry on such other peared Ben Christian, Frank Hurley, June, a.
rod us W 00, sod we shall be
And what's more ! Satiny imported paper,
iuzu.
business pertaining to the above and A. Hankhouse, C. C. McGee, D. V.
HENRY E. ESHLEMAN.
pleated to send you, by prepaid pared
Justice of Peace.Prccinct No. 14,
t foregoing business at outlined in Winn, C. J. Quante, O. C. Tefercrimped, not pasted makes an easier-drawinput, a ctrtua at f 00 Spur Cigarttis ;
paragraphs One, Two and Threw, as tiller, J. B. Woods, A. L. Dickey, My Comissfon Kxmrea
(10 packages). Address:
,
may be found necessary or desirable L. F. Simpson, J. H. Matlock, S. L.
ENDORSED
slower-burnin- g
cigarette. A mighty neaf'brown
or such as is generally engaged in Willis, W. J. Ross, Fred Rush, J. E. No. 10670.
by a corporation of this kind.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7. Page 81.'
Ledbetter, J. W. Elliott, J. A. Willis,
and silver" package, with triple wrapping,
FIFTH. To borrow money and to C. L. Lockmiller, J. C. Heard.W. E.
Certificate of
of
issue bonds, note and evidences of Mills, V. Tate, H. A. Neal, J. A. Stockholders of
tobx
tit nm avaMva,
keeps Spurs fresh and fragrant. Just smoke a
indebtedness therefor, and to secure Wallace, John Tatum, Frank Grou. FARMERS
GRAIN
thd tamo by pledgo, mortgage or oth- don, Howard Homer.R. S. Brawley,
COMPANY
Spur and see.
(No Stockholders' Liability)
er hypothlcation of any and all of Its J. E. White, C. J. Shoup.W. M. HolFiled in Offict of State Corpora,
property; to do all things incidental man, G. T. Dixon, D. I. Bamett, and
to the several objects heroin declared J. A. Matthews, to
well
to tion Commission of New Mexico,
or any of them, and to do and per- be the same persons midescribedknown
and July 12, 1920, 9:30 a. m.
in
everything
form generally any and
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk,
who executed the foregoing articles
not forbidden by law which a natural of incorporation, and acknowledged
Compared: ICK-JJ.
person under liko and similar circum- to me that they executedthe same as
Stnte of New Mexico, County of
by
and
do,
could
under
can
or
stance!
as.
ther free act an ddced for the uaea Lurry,
virtue of the laws of the State of New and purposes therein exnrescd,
I hereby certify tL. this Instru
Mexico, or the lawa of the United
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have ment was filed for record on the 13th
State,
hereunto act my hnnd and affixed my day of July, A. D. 1920, at 2:00
4. The 'mount of the total au- official aenl on
thit the 10th day of o'clock n. m.. and duly recorded in
thorized capital stock of the corpor- June, a.
bqpk 1, page 313 of the records of
liizu.
Thousand
ation is Twenty-fiv- e
Article of Incorporation
of said
HENRY E. ESIILEMAN,"
Dollars, divided into. Five
of Poace.Prccinct No. 14 county.
Justice
Hundred (BOO) Shores of the par My Comixsion Expires
W. C. ZERWER.
Dollars per
value of Fifty (160)
(SEAL)
County Clerk

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
State Corporation Commission of
New Mexico,
Certificate of Comparison,
United State of America, State
ef New Mexico, an.
It It Hereby Certfied, that the annexed ii a full, true and complete
transcript of
Certificate of Incorporation of
GRAIN
FARMERS
COMPANY
(No Stockholders' Liability)
with the . endorsements thereon, as
the same appear on file and of record in the office of the State Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this certificate to be stoned by it chairman
and the seal of said Commission, to
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe
No 10669
on this the 12th day of July, A. D.
1020.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Chairman
(SEAL)
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ENDORSED

ad-

No. 10009.
dresses of the incorporator! and the
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7, Page 31.
number of shares subscribed for by
Certificate of Incorporation of
each are at follows:
GRAIN
Ben Christian, Havener, New Mox-ic- FARMERS
o.

COMPANY
Two shares.
(No Stockholders' Liability)
Frank Hurley, Havener, New MexFiled in office of State Corpora'
ico. One sharo.
A. Hankhouso, Havener, New Mex- tion Commission of New Mexico,
July iz,
:u a. m.
ico, Onq share.
A. L. MORRISON,
C. C. McGee, Havener, New MexICK-JJico. Four shares.
P. V. Winn, Havener, New Mexico,
Two share.
State of New Mexico, County of
C. J. Quante, Clovis, New Mexico, uurry, as.
Two shares.
.
I hereby certify that this Instru
0, C. Tefertiller, Havener, New ment was filed for record on the 13th
Clerk-Compa-

.

red:

FACT AND COMMENT
Think before you speak; a drop of
and spoil a whole
pitcherful of water.
What you put into the moments as
they pass will make the substance
of the moments to come.
British Coulmbia is makng plans
on a large acalo to kill sea lions and
use their skins as material for shoes
k project that the fishermen of the
province welcome, because a sea lion
ink will discolcr
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EventuallyWhy Not
Blackmore-Zerwe-

PERSONAL MENTION
J.
was

C. Eerr, architect
m Clovis Tuesday.

Eventually
Blackmore-Zerwe-

Why

of Amarillo,

Not Now?
Abstracts

Section of t ijrht, level wli'ut lund,
improved, $20 per acre. Terms.
Bros. Agency, Inc.
ltc

Ba-be- r

Buy soda by the case. You can al
ways find it at Campbell's Ice Cream
nd Bottling Works.
I. D. Lambert

of

Albuquerque

spent several days in Clovis on busi
nsa early this week.
Mrs. M. F. Martin of Albuquerque
is vsiting in the home of her daugh
ter, Mrs. W. A. Clark.
Nearly new Bulck light six, first
class condition, lor sale.
1Z00 cash
or term, Walter W. Mayes, at First
National Bank.
L. E. Shaw, who formerly lived in
Clovis, orders the News sent to him
at Brownwood, Texas. Mr. Shaw
has sold out his interest in the laundry business at Cisco, Texas, to his
partner, D. R. Shupe, and has purchased a laundry at Brownwood.

One of the best improved farms in
Curry County, four and
miles frm Clovis.
150 acres extra
good crop. We sold a farm recently
near this for $75 per acre. We can
ell this one for $40 per acre, including the crop. Easy terms
BAKER
'
BROS. AGENCY, Inc.
ltc
one-ha-

Humphrey

lf

& Cox Dairy

QUALITY MILK

PHONE 230

Co.

(jow?
Insurance.

Flu and its'afti!? effects are
cessfully treated by Osteopathy,

Why Not Now?
Co.
Insurance.

suc-

Eventually
Blackmore-Zerwe-

r

Why Not Now?
Co. Insurance.

Miss Vera Rea of Chilllrothe, Texia visiting her brother, Jesse Rea,
;
of Clovis.
.

tfc as,

Roy Smith is building a new home
on North Mitchell Street.

Harry has come and gone, but he
leaves his voice with us. Drop into
Eventually
Why Not Now?
the Southwestern DiUir. Store and
Mr. and Mrs. Rny Harrison returnBluckmore-Zcrwer
Co. Abstracts hear his first record made especially
ed this week from' an extended visit
for him by the Columbia Graphu-phon- e
to points on the Pacific coust.
Mian Azleet Floyd returned lust
Company. Harry will sing in
week from a month's viait in Texas
Christian Church this full. 2tp
Clovis
Will trade a
modern and Oklahoma.
house for place out in suburb or
R. M. Bishop and family returned
further out. Call at .112 N. Wallace.
J. W. and Forest Long of WellingPhone 277.
it; ton, Kansas, are here for a visit at Friday from Dunville, Kentucky,
where they have been vihiting for
the home of their grand parents,
some time. Mr. John Fogarty, broth
Ice cream is a food and is now rec- Judge and Mrs'. R. E.
Rowella.
er of Mrs. Bishop, returned with them
ognized as such by all good authorand will probably spend some time in
ities. You know yon are getting the
Alex Shipley and family returned
Clovis.
best when you insist on being serv- this week from a three week's
motor
ed with Campbell's ice cream.
trp to ponit in Colorado. Mr. ShipMrs. A. L. Bryan, of Anal, New
ley saya they had a fine time but
Mexico, passed through here Tuesday
Miss Willie Long of Ranchvale re- really saw no country
that compares
turned this week from Silver City with Eastern New Mexico. When it morning on her way to Tahoka, Tex.
where she has been attending the comes to producing profitable crops, She was accompanied by her daughMb. and Mrs. R.
ter and
state normal.
he says Colorado irrigated farms can
A. Warner.
Mrs. Bryan formerly
not begin to come up with Curry
lived in Clovis and has many friends
Jeff Hightower is back on the job County.
here.
e
at
Hardware Co.,
after a trip with his family to Las
Roy and Bryan Seay, Mrs. Jack
One of the best improved farms in
Vegas and other point in the western Reed and son,
Jack, Jr., are here for Curry County, Tour and
part of the state.
a visit at the homes of their aunts
miles from Clovis. 150 acres extra
and uncles, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Floyd
good crop. We sold a farm recently
One of the best improved farms in and Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Cook.
near this for 75 per acre. We can
Curry County, four and
f
sell this one for $40 per acre, includmiles from Clovis. 150 acres extra
Eventually
Why Not Now?
ing the crop. Easy terms. BAKER
good crop. We sold a farm recently
Blackmore-Zerwer
Co. Abstracts BROS.
AGENCY, Inc.
ltc
near this for $75 per acre. We can
sell this one for $40 per acre, includ
ing the crop. Easy terms. BAKER
BROS. AGENCY, Inc.
It
Regular Communication.
4
Regular Meeting
A. F. & A. M.
CtOVIS COMMANDERY
Next
Tueiday
Night
Sheet Music! Sheet Music! Big
Will be held al Masonic Hall
P. A. La Shier, Secretary
song hits of Broadway, New York
Second and Fourth Friday
4
are arriving daily.
nights of each month,
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
this jurisdiction are invited.
&
R. J. Neal, Recdrder.
EVERYTHING MUSICAL
QUALITY MILK
PHONE 230,
Blackmore-Zerwe-

Co.

r

Eventually

r
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five-roo-

0 ive

Oi

Drink it for Stomach, Uowcls, Health, Strength.
Knt it on Salads, Meats, Fish, Fowl.
There's ndt a healthier article of food or medicine in all creation than pure Olive Oil. You can cat
it; you can drink it liberally or you can take it in
small doses as a medicine. In all cases it benefits
all systems. OUIIOMVF OIL is a strictly imported
product, It is virgin oil the real first 'pressing
from ripe olives. On this basis of quality wc recommend it.
'

Roberts-Dearbom-

one-ha-

lf

How about those

pictures you made
Sunday?

one-hal-

Croft

He

Go,

Humphrey

Better brin'g the films

here for developing
and printing. Your
pictures get the benefit
of our experience and
methods.
The result is results.
te'

Cox Dairy

The New Fair Ginghams
We really needn't tell you that they
were imported very recently for their
Scotch origin is most apparent in their

w

'rti

wonderful and varied plaid patterns.

You will picture the children wearing cunning little frocks when you see these ginghams. And we
won't be a bit surprised if you select a good many yards to be made up into aprons and morning dresses
for yourself.

The Prices are 38c, 40c, 45c and 75c

ml

''d

nri
Victrolas and Grafonolas
Sold on Easy Payments.
A Large Stock of Records.
New ones Weekly.

A Compplctc Stock of Eastman Kodaks and Supplies.
Let us do your Developing
and printing. .

Of Course You Will Want to See the New Fall Footwear
Every desirable feature about new footwear for children and Misses; and many good numbers for
men, are embodied in this early showing. High shoes of kidskin and calf in black and various shades of.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO,

brown suggest themselves as admirable compliments to most any costume, while the oxfords seem to ba
made for the very purpose of accompanying the fall sport outfits.

Eventually

The New Caps .
v

V

.'Nj

V

s

ian Velours, in all shades of brown,

t

Jis

A

1

lor ooys

1

1

and men large.
small shapes all popular col

and
ors and iubrics.

(Jood numbers in cloth hats from

green, an occasional gray and a

liegal.
If it's a Regal, it's correct.

goodly supply of blacks.

And right here we want to call your attention to the fact that you will find many notable bargains
among the articles we have grouped together as Month-EnSpecials.
'
d

"

r

Included are Silks, Laces, Hosiery, odd lots of S hoes, and Tom Sawyer Wash Suits for Small Boys.

Blackmoro-Zerwe-

r

Why Not Now?
Co-Insurance.
.

o

r'iTi

II

.

l.ii

in

,!p.

IW

Luikar'c & Company

Eventually
Bluckmore-Zerwc-

Why

r

Not Now?
Abstract

Co.

M. A. Barker's new home on North
3. C. Nelion has moved to his
new
Mitchell Street is ncaring completion. home recently completed
at the corner of Gidding and Washington.
W. II. Collins left Saturday for
kansus City and Smilhvillo, Mo., for
I trout oil diseases and disorders
of
a ten day's visit with homcfolks.
women
and
attend confinement
cases. Dr. H. R, Gibson.
Mrs. E. Peterson and children left
the first of the week for Utah. Mr.
Mrs. E. L. Singleton and children
Peterson accompanied them an far returned Sunday from Tail mn wham
aa Amnrillo.
Uhey hpvo been' vittirnr at tho horn
Miwt Kuthrino Burnett, who has
been in Albuquerque, for tho pUKt

or nor mother.

The subscription price of the News
after Sept. 1st.
Renew your subscription during" tho
One of the best improved farms In next thirty days at tho
old rate of
Curry County, four and
11.60 pel" ymr.
r.
miles from Clovis. 1C0 acres extra
good crop. Wo sold a farm recently
Phonograph
Rocordsl ' Records!
near this for f 76 per acre. We can Records!
All the latest hits "Vesell this ono for f 40 per acre, Includ- netian
Moon," "Naughty
Walts,"
ing the crop. Easy tel. ns BAKER
"Durdonclla."
BROS. AGENCY, Inc.
lt
month, returned last Saturday.

ono-ha-

W

-

a whisper:
If you will brine thai preicription to ut it will be
filled by a regittered pharmacist.

The New Hats
Htetson, imported French and Ital-

NEW- MEXICO

Juil

Prices are consistent with style, fabric and workmanship.

Heaver Hats, Felt Hats from

CLOVIS,

will be 12.00 per year

lf

Humphrey & Cos Dairy
QUALITY MILK

PHONE 230

Croft Music Go,
EVERYTHING

MUSICAL

(
Second Section

LI.

Km

y.s

nay

Second Sectiorsr

iWJH
Of ficid

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL, 14, NUMBER

I.

Paper of U.
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SIXTEEN PACES

98 PER CENT OF AMERICANS
paid the bulk of $5,410,284,874 in
LIVING ON INCOMES
Federal income, excess profits and
LESS THAN $2,000 miscellaneous taxes collected by the
Federal Government for the fiscal
Washington, July 27. Approxi- year ended June 30.
mately 103,000,000 persons are livThe smaller group is estimated to
ing on 12,000 year or lew, accord- include about 20,000 persons in the
ing to an analysis of income returns millionaire class or those with intoday. The population of the United comes of $50,000 a year or more.
States was unofficially estimated at
This figure is used because it repslightly more that 105,000,000.
resents five per cent on $1,000,000.
The remaining 2,000,000 persons Approxmately 4,000,000 tax returns

F ay Day

were filed for this year, according to
an estimate today by C. B. Hurry,
assistant commissioner of internal
revenue. They indicate that tho average salary in the United States is
far below $2,000 a year.
Slightly less than two million persons filed returns on incomes ranging
from $1,000 to $2,000. Two thousand
dollurs a year, therefore, represents
the maximum for approximately 08
per cent of the population.

S. Land Office

SIXTEEN PACES

$1.50 PER YEAR

ON VACATION TRIP

POPULAR CLOVIS G8UPLE

BAILEY

LEADS III TEXAS

G. E. Jones, manager of the Nunn

Electric Company, and Ambrose Ivy

and family are spending a short vacation trip in Albuquerque and
Santa Fe.

MARRIED

LIST

WHIP IE

SUNDAY

A pretty home wedding occurred
Old Texas politicians that thought
lust Sunday morning at 10:30 when they were political dopesters were
nave you made your selection in Miss lone
Austin wu married to Mr. pretty badly fooled when the returns
the Rodes Addition? If not, you had
E.
Rief
T.
f
at the home of the bride's from the Texas primary last Saturday
better see .your real estate man at
parents
on
North Connelly Street, showed Joe Bailey leading for gov
V1IVV.
Rev. R. B.. Freeman of the Methodist ernor.
A good many figured, he
Church performing
the ceremony. would be lucky to be second man.
Immediately following the ceremony It takes a majority pf all votes cast
the young couple left for Newton, to nominate in Texas and Bailey and
Kansas, where they will make theiv Pat Neff will run in the second pri
future home.
mary to be held in August.
It is
The bride is the only daughter of likely now that all forces will com- -.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Austin of this bine in an effort to defeat Bailey.
city and is a popular young woman
She has been
with many friends.
one of the teachers in public schools SCENIC LOOP ROUTE IS
here and has also been prominent in
social and church circles.
LATEST STATE HIGHWAY
The groom has for the past few
years, except while he was away in
the service, been manager of the
route to in- A scenic
Railways Ice Comsany in Clovis. He cludo the most interesting scenery in
now goes to Newton, Kaiuu.1 to ac the
state is being planned by the Clo
cept the management of the Com vis Chamber of Commerce in connecpany's two plants at that place, hav tion with cities along proposed route.
ing recently been promoted to that Tho highway will start from Clovis
position.
over the Abo Pass route, through Ft
The News joins the friends of this Sumner, Sr.nti Rosa and Las Vegas,
estimable young couple in wishing where it will enter the mountains.
them much happiness.
Thence tl:a route will continue to
Santa Fe and will Include all the Indian villages down the Rio Grande
CQX TO SEND ADDRESS
through Albuquerque, Isleta, and Be
All fancy and plain voiles go at a big releii Then tho highway will tako the
Pass routa back through the
duction.
TO PRINTERS ERIDA Abo
mountains to Vaughn, Encino, Fort
$1.19
$1.50 Fancy Voiles
Sumner and Clovis.
.98
$1.25 Fancy Voiles
Dayton, Ohio, July 26 Rough
"This route should especially ap
drafting, of his address accepting the peal to tourists from Eastern New
,79
$1.00 Fancy Voiles
democratic party's nomination for' Mexico and Texas who want to take
6f)c Plain Voiles
.55
president, was the task today of Gov- a short tour through tho state, and
65c
75c Plain Voiles
ernor Cox following completion of who want to see most of the sights
major plans for the nomination cer- that New Mexico holds for the visitor." said Mr! Jones, secretory of the
emonies August 7. '
'
Although Governor Cox had many Clovis Chamber of Commerce.
important features of his address outA similar route through Texas is
lined mentally, he had on his desk being planned with the
$1.19
$1.50 Organdies
formidable piles of data, including of chambers of commerce. This route
98c
volunteer suggestions. The governor takes the tourist from Clovis through
$1.25 Organdies
planned to send his address to the central Texas by way of the state
79c
$1.00 Organdies
capitol at Austin, and on to the coast
printer Friday.
by way of Houston, Galveston and
Corpus Christ!, then back through
CURRY COUNTY LAND
IS VERY ACTIVE San Antonio, San Angelo, Midland,
and Lubbock to Clovis.
cuts for Saturday and Monday special
'
"It is our plan," said Mr. Jones,
Baker Bros. Agency, Inc., reports
$4.98
will go at
the recent sale of six quarters of "to have our scenic loop for Texas
good Curry county wheat land. Also visitors in summer, and the Texas
several Clovis lots and a good resi- Iop for our tourists in the winter."
Chambers of commerce of cities
dence or two--. ,
This firm continues to show their along the New Mexico loop are takfaith in Clovis by their works. They ing groat interest in the project, and
25
OFF
Fancy Hat Special
bought two good residences this Texas cities, too, are anxious to get
'
week. "
ltc their loop completed and well adver
tised by this winter.
Rawleigh's products represent 130
I can place two or three good
different articles, everyone guaranteed. You can buy them from W. C. agents for Rawleigh's products. W.
ONE-THIROFF
will go
All Straw
C. Tate, Box 1092, Clovis.
Tate, Agent

p ecu alls

loop-tha-lo-

Two Days Only, Saturday and Monday
Voiles

Suits, Wraps,' Coats, Frocks

at Great Reuduction

All Must Go

Suits, Wraps, Coats and Frocks, all must
go in this last and complete clearance of stocks.
Quality of merchandise, style, workmanship and
unusual pricings mark this sale as an event to be

Opportunities' 'to "'purchase merchandise of superior quality and service at lowered prices come rarely these days.
"We advise that you investigate this sale thorconsidered seriously

oughly.

.

.

j

Organdies
.

Hanan & Sons and C. B. Slater

Tub Skirts

low

Amazing saving on Tub Skirts of every
style are possible while the collection lasts.
Frocks for every conceivable need from sports
to evening attire are reduced for this big end of
the season cleau-up.

25

Hats

Straw Hats

Discount

Ilats

at

Blouses
A big reduction on all Blouses. Come in and
see our display it will please you.

J

Tennis Shoes
All Tennis Shoes and Slippers at 25

Discount

SEE OUR REMNANT COUNTER

Manhattan Shirts

Ladies' Underwear

In plain white and fancy stripes. We have only

All Ladies Summer Underwear special at

15

Discount
Lawn

1916 Radiators
Radiator Ho
Clamps
Caskets
Storing Wheat
Aote Canteens

OFF

59c
37c
27o

All men's knit summer underwear go at a
big reduction.
'
i.$3.19
-$4.00 Underwear at
$2.59
Underwear
at
$3.25
$1.08
$2.50 Underwear at
$1.81
$2.25 Underwear at

'

Wheel Bearings
Wheel Hubs
Racing Gears
Spot Lights
Luggage Carriers

Cylinder Blocks
Pistons and Rings
Connecting Red
Bulb (Proper (iae)
Springs, Hanger
and Clip.

WE ARE PROPERLY EQUIPPED
TO GREASE YOUR SPRINGS
Don't Neglect Them
234-Automatic ;;
;
Ammeters,
Brushes,
Motor
Cutouts, Generator and
'Spark
and
Terminals,
and
Splitdorf Wiring Cable
Plugs.

Ford, Overland and Rcmy

A

;

WE REBUILD GENERATORS
AND STARTING MOTORS
We charge batteries, and we carry a full line of
Hot Shot and Columbia Storage mucnes.

X

Tires, Tubes, Boots, Patches, Vulcanizers, Tire
Guages and rumps.

X

,

We Give S. & H. Green Trading Stamps

'Froat WWW

We also carry a full line of gas, greases and oils.

Men's Underwear

All fancy Lawn goes at a big reduction.
73c Lawn
45c Lawn
35c Lawn
ALL BUNGALOW APRONS 25

a limited amount left. In white we have sizes
14, 14y2, 16, 16i2 and 17. Fancy sizes in 16, 16V2
and 17.
$1.98 Each
Saturday Special at

We Have the Following Ford Supplies Always in Stock (or You:

J. R. White Motor Ignition Co. f

I

?

CLAUD NOTES

BIG LAND SAa I .i.I
fl

A splendid ruin fell at Claud Mnn- day afternoon.
Miss Lois Charlutbn is staying with
Mis Sam Pipkin, a. few days while
One of the biggest Ajctlon Sales ever held in this section of tho
Miss Lola Krintzberg is at home helpcountry will be pulUd off between Clovis and
inCurry County. ,Ncw Mexico, starting at 10:30 a, m, on
ing through harvest.
Next Sunday Forest Pattison and
family and guests, Mrs. Xanders and
grandson of Texico, Leslie Pattison.
south of Claud, and Mrs. Dora Frier-mooTHIS SALE CONSISTS OF FOUR IMPROVED FARMS
of Marion, Indiana, will muke
a trip to the brake.
Mrs. Sam Pipkin is on the sick list.
Pleasant Hill people held an ice
cream surprise on John Teague and
Each farm being described ar.d listed separately below, giving 1 family recently.
Mr1. Teague has
.amount of land in each farm, improvements, terms, location, etc.
leased his ranch and is moving to
The gentlemen contributing their land to this sale are well known and
Texas.
reputable citizens, who are interested in the building up of this
Miss Mabel Westfall
had Miss
community bv bringing to it substantial home owners. They are Mr.
C. W. HarrLton, President of the First National Bank of Clovis, N.
Leon Watts as a week end guest.
M., 480 acres; Mr. W. M. Hewatt, retiring farmer, Route 3, Texico,
Miss Watta home is at Grady, but
N. M., 824 acres; Mr. J. E. Virdon, Texico, N. M.640 acres; and Mr.
she is spending a week with her
F.
Campbell,
N.
Texico,
M.,
'J.
160 acres.
brother, John Watts and wife, east
of Claud.
Your opportunity is this sale on Augurt 2nd. You are requested
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Pattison en.
.to come before the day of the sale and look these farm over, and
tertained at a family dinner Sunday
talk with neighbors adjoining them, then you will be convinced.
in honor of has aunt. Mrs. Dora Frier- Good deeds and abstracts will be furnished purchaser of each farm
mood, of Marion, Indiana. '
before any money is turned over. All crop on this land are clean
and in good growing condition.
Mrs. Xanders and grandson. Bus
ter Eyre, of Texico. are iruests of
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Pattison.
Mr. Harrison's 480 acres is located 614 miles east of Clovis
Mrs. John Westfall was a SunHav
coun. nouse ana t miles west and l mile north of Texico Farwcll
guest of Mrs. Walter Smith.
(better known as the J. P.. Fly farm). All level tight land". Good
wheat land described as follows: EMj and SW4 Sec. 7, Township
Mrs. Win Kreif.berg is on the sick
2 N., Range 87 E. Has 120 acres good growing crop, consisting of
list.
kaffir corn, maize, Sudan grass and Indian corn. AH of crop goes
with land. 4 room house, garage, hog house, chicken house, crib,
etc. About 100 bearing orchard trees and lots of shade trees in
yard. Hag a strong well, good wind mill and stock tank. Land is
all fenced and cross fenced. This is a choice farm and will proCAMERON NEWS
duce as much giain as any farm in the county. You should look
'this land over before the day of bale.
TERMS: f8,800 cadi (upon approval of deed and abstract!
Rev. Crawford preached at New-and balance to suit purchaser, up to five years, bearing. 8 per cent
Hope Sunday morning and afternoon.
'
interest. POSSESSION DAY OF SALE.
1
1 he wheat is about all cut and the
threshers are very busy now.
Mr. Hewatt's 324 acres- - (second farm to be sold) is lo- J. O. Smith and family. A. A. De-.
cated 3Vj miles south and 6H miles east of Clovis, and
(
3'i miles ' thrage and family, Rev. Crawford,
west and 3 Mi miles south of
described as follows:
T. L. Pruitt. Aline Scott ' and Sun
SE K Sec. 1, TownBhip i g., Range 36 E. and the NW
Sec. 6
Hammons were guests at the Isler
Township 1 N., Range 37 E. This land corners, having improvement on corner between the quarters, making it conveniently ar- home Sunday,
,. ranged.
Several from Blair attended church
TERMS:
at New Hope Sunday p. m. Among
d
cash and balance tD suit purchaser, up to
. three years, at 6 per cent, interest,
or a 2 per cent, discount on all
them was Mack Hutchinson,
who
over
paid in cash.
acted as organist at the service?
Irene Johnston and children and
her mother, Mrs. Williams, returned
Mr. VirWs 640 acres will be the next in the sale and will
be sold just after the big free dinner. This is where Mr. Virden
the last of the week from a trip to
lives, and a very pleasant home, too. It comprises the SWU Sec.
eastern Texas and Oklahoma where
1, Township 1 N., Range 36, E.. and tho North half of Sec. 18
and the
they have been a few weeks visiting
of Sec. 7, Township 1 N., Range 37 E., 3'j miles west and
relatives.
and 6 miles south of
and 5
miles east and 5 miles
Mr. Wa'ter Pattc-soand Mr. M.
south of Clovis. All level land, no breaks, mixed sandy loam. Good
frame house and 2 big screened porches. Sufficient barn
E. Patterson and family, and Miss
, room lor 60 head of stock, with crib and harness room inside.
Lois Atkinson all of Texico visited
75
young orchard trees and an older orchard on farm.
over Sunday at the Dunn home.
TERMS:
,
d
cash (upon approval of merchantable deed
The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
and abstract) aid balance to suit purchaser, up to five years at
Chelcy Cogdill is very sick at this
6 per cent, interest, or 2 per cent, discount on all over 4 paid cash.
writing.
A. A. Dethrage bought a new
Mr. Campbell's 160 acres, which loin. Mr VirA'. cn
Overland car at Clovis Saturday.
the west, will conclude the sale. Descrintion: NE . S.-- . l.r T
Jl
Will Brvant and fnmilu nt CraAn
II
W
MA IPIHIIFV I
ship 1 N., Range-3E. Has
house and dug out; chicken
attended church at New Hon ad
house, car shed, some cow sheds, crib, etc. Good well, plenty of
good water, wind mill; about 12 bearing peach trees and some other
iuuk umner ai me homo or A. C.
Johnston Sunday.
orchard. All fenced and cross-- f encod ; 80 acres in cultivation.
Paper
uliiionds have uxuafl;
Grandma Locknane is very sick. larger kernels.
'
TERMS:
d
cash, balance up to
at 6 per cent
. '
Dr. Hale was called Saturday for her.
, interest or a 2 per cent, discount on all over Mi
cash paid.
White fur can be cleaned by brushJess Leach is hauling waten for the
ing Willi cornineul.
Dunn thresher.
; SCHEDULE OF SALE, TRANSPORTATION,
4
ETCAutomobiles
Ior. the convenience of those coming from a distance will be furHandsome
urtnlns can be made
nished free will meet trains on morning of sale at both Clovis and
only of good niuterlul.
Texic-o- ,
and will leave post office at each place
sale at 10 o'clock
a, m. The sale will open up with Mr. Harrison's for
POINT ENTERPRISE
480 acres. Thence 1
Old quilts ran be washed and saved
mile west and 4
miles south to whore Mr. Hewatt ' 324 acres will
be iK- d; thence 1
for lining new on en
miles south and V4 east to Mr. Virdcn's farm.
b,'? Y? dlnn'' w.ill be served after which his 640 acre farm
A large crowd was out to hear
jwWJ be old; thence
mil. west to whore Mr. Campbell's 160 acres
Orange will peel easily If allowed
.will be sold.
Bro. Struble preach Sunday night. to stand In hot water for, five minutes.
The revival meeting which is iroinir
$400 up guarantees real sale.
Sink handkerchiefs In a pall of salt
on at the school house is being hold
$35 given away free at sale.
nnil water before putting them Into
by Her. Struble and Rev. Freeman.
f
Remember the date and place near Clovis. N. M., Monday,
lie ordinary wash water.
August 2, 1920. 1604 acres.
A large crowd from Enterprise attended the singing convention at
(lit rid of tufted and cushioned furMoye Chapel Sunday.
niture as soon as possible.' Dust Is
Miss
2 Monday Claudia Meador returned the (contest friend of d'MMise, and
Clovis,
7
of this week from SilverCit. Hindi dust lingers In upholstered fur.
N. M.
We are all glad to have her home ;ilture.
agan.
Clovis,
If you have oversalted the soup
Mr. and Mns. Hiehtowcr left Sat
N. M.
urday to visit relatives in Texas and throw In a few slices of raw
SEE LARGE SALE BILLS FOR PARTICULARS
This will ulmorb the excess salt
Oklahoma.
Keniiive the potatoes before serving
Mr. L. T. Floyd of Tohoka, Tex.-isthe soup.
visited Iat week in tho Wilson home.
S.
Mr.
R.
Wilson spent from Friday
NOTICE OF SUIT
unless you appear, answer or otherwise plead in said cause and suit on until M,onday of this week with his
In the District Court of Curry or before the 7th day of September, mother, Mrs. C. WiLnn, of Amarillo.
Mitnos Ida and Edna Stewart of
A. D. 1920, that the allegations set
County, State of New Mexico.
Claudio Varrell, Plaintiff, va. II. It. forth in the plaintiff's complaint Portales are etayng in tho Struble
filed horein will be taken as true and home this week and attending tho
Varrell, Defendant. No. 1620.
The Stute of New Mexico to the confessed and that the plaintiff will meeting
Mr. Harry Hughes of Clovis took
above named defendant H. R. Varrell. apply to tho
fcr ri'd take
dinner
in the Struble home Thursday
judgment
by
default against you and
Greeting;
will apply to the Court for the relief of la.st week.
You will hereby take notice that
Mrs. Jones and family visited the
as prayed for in the campluint filed
a suit has been filed and Is now pendthe Smith family near Clovis Sunherein.
ing in the District Court of Curry
Witness my hand and the seal of day.
County, State of New Mexico, in
Rev. Lewis preached at Rose Valsaid court this the Oth day of July,
which Claudio Varrell is plaintiff,
ley Sunday afternoon.
A. D. 1920.
and you, the said H. R. Varrell, are
Mc and Mrs. Struble visited the
W. C. ZiCmVlSU,
defendant, said suit being numbcrod (SEAL)
Lewis family Saturday aftornoon.
County
Clerk
1620 on the Civil Docket of said and
Clork of tho District
Want a nice cool drink at
THIMBLE FARTY
Court, and that Rowelb & Reese Court,
of Curry County, State of
tho bett fountain in town?
whose business and post office adNew Mexico.
It's the bc way lo endure
Mm. Chas. II. Rlmrmnn vcrv
dress is Clovis, Now Mexico, arc the By Ola Li vitt, Deputy.
thcte bot, dutly afternoons..
attorneys for tho plaintiff in said
entertained at a thimhlo
party Monday afternoon n honor of
euit.
Phone 97 far Job work of all kinds. Mm T. O. Spark of DuValls Bluff,
You will further take notice that
Arkansas. The afternoon was spent
the gcnoinl objects of said action
in. needle work and social conversare as follows,
To obtain by
tion. A dolicious ice . cour.ie was
plaintiff an absolute Decree of Diby the hostess to the following
served,
vorce from the defendant, H. JL
WALTER W.: MAYES 4 ladles: Mesdamea C. W.
Harrison,
Varrell, and that the plaintiff be reATTORNEV-AT-LA.H. Collins, Earl Cawol. Milton
stored to her maidon name of Claudio
Practices In All Courts
Iflrown, H. E. Weisingor. J. M. Bick- Kiaer, and that she be' granted all
e
IdV. Q. P. Kurkendall. J. fl. Hk.i-rfCloeU, H.M. .
the rights and privilege of a tingle
Slaughter Murray , ' roprleter.
Tt 0.' Sparks andMiscs Mary and'
unmarried person.
,
Verda
4
Anderaaa of Tennesaoe. .
Yu will further take notice
TexieD-I-'arve-

ll

-

I

v ..ii

Monday, August 2, 1920
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Comprising 1604 Acres

Do you know you can have an

Electric Lighting Plant

a modern Plumbing and Bath Room Outfit and

Furnace Heat

for what an automobile would cost you.

Come in and let us talk this over with you.

Texico-Farwel-

J,

One-thir-

one-thir- d

Texico-Farwe-

ll

-

One-thir-

W

r

MM

two-roo-

One-thir-

TOtWlft

two-year-

ft

i
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Prices on Army Goods Slaughtered
10x16 tent, square 11 ft. high. 3 ft. wall "'walVrproof
Jd

Government prcceiw

i'.9i
a'i

it

Ohve

ft;
rff clr'
.U
K'ty
rT'
tents are made of
!'

? '
k"1,

drab

h'Kh.

ft- -

4 iv lb

wool

H

officer's

tt

ft

12--

-m

...

Lo
tent..
:"$85
anl ae

wall, 3 pole
. 3

Ly-

He tent

or. army duck

4

blanket,

brand

new

n

--

oo
00

I8SO

to

,

Erie E. Forbes,

Illmflnnnnu

C. W. Harrison,

Clerk

potu-mk--

foldV".."!1.''81" b8rr8ck''' brand
Canvas f oldiVg" "cot's" "b'rVn'd" n"e"wl Y.l
Mattresses, 201b cotton, used, fit

I'r"-

4E35

nVfta Viit wVeV"""'

-

U. S. Army khajti pants, laced bottom," sfightfy"
u-Canv.u, legg.ns, brand new,
or silo lace...
Wrap legirms, new, woo O. front
D
Wool socks, new, medium weight...
U. S. Army rain coati, new
'.'.'.I'.'.'.
U. S. Army rain coats, uw--

Say

Boy!

io

lu
322

hola

Army marching shoes that were forr'eTsoVnTp'aVred'new'"""
hecla and soles, excellent
condition....
used, excellent condition....
WE"n"
flies wVwiH
Pom-W--

neaJ

,

C-iur-t

1?

faction guaranteed or
1
excopt clothing which is sen? p'arcd post All
prepaid

1 A
1

"

fiH
tint

' WaC

Army Equipment Company
201 Praetorian Building

rus finiinbn

I

Va

WACO, TEXAS

V. Tate, Auctioneer
I have been a stock raiser
and buyer all
value of stock
farm implements and r
a tract of land when put up at a
fair sale.

lifo .ml
never failed

Your sales appreciated.
See mo or leave dntcs at
Ramey & Wilkinson or Union Mortgage
Company

J

iv
sell

ffi,

l

Let's Go To

to-w-

MURRAY'S
Confectionery

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK

fCapiW $50,000

Surplus $27,600

.

f

,sni

that,

"The Bank That Accomodates"

I
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Midsummer Brings Its Blouses

FOR 12 YEARS!

Is Geo J!

femess

RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL
A full line of Moline Listers and

Mo-lin-

These are the old

Cultivators.

e

ll

re- -

liable Moline line. The prices are right

rfvtV

X

dm

REASONABLE!
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

on these implements.

Ift

i

"tesl
C

i

I'

M
! I

'
,

r

f

PRIVATE AMBULANCE

V

'.

All grades of Mobiloil at prices

that will save you money.

,'

i
and a smock of georgetts
are shown In the picture, both of them
designs. The
examples of
longer than the story Itself for
has modiaed the earlier styles blouse Is In a very light tan color, and
and added some new Ideas to those cherries with twigs and foliage are em
Very
I list
the spring has brought In. broidered In beads and silk.
The popularity of elbow and shorter wide tucks at each tide of the front
slwve persists, except for the tailored and above the cuffs help give this
styles. Trlcolette was a second thought model Its tnllored character. Wide
tucks are miumml, hut a great" many
with designers and has proved
models employ very narrow ones and
popular. Just now It ha
like those that embellish the
Joined forces with georgette and these pin tucks
smock pictured. An attractive detail
two are used toRether, with the trlco-letappearing In wide panels on the In this smock nppcara In velvet ribbon
and a velvet rib
front of Miner blouses to provide a bnndx at the waist,
smart vest for the street or formal bon girdle.
ault.
Nearly all the new smocks are very
short, mude of georgette with emThose for
broidery for deroratlon.
afternoon and dinner wear are In high
Minn and often use a Plain and a fig
ured pattern In combination. Orange,
Gingham Trims Tricotine.
flame,,turquolse, emerald, rose and Jade
Is to be a season of bright conThla
are
they
green are In high favor and
so behold even tricotine frocjci
trasts,
ierabroldered In other brilliant colon. trimmed with a collar and vest of
Georgette malntalna Its position as
Trench gingham, the edge of the luttet
the favorite material for blouses, but frilled well down toward the hem ol
outmey
to
It
very
close
Is
One voile
the skirt.
rival it as r.joimer advances. These
lovely and practical voiles are reasonDraped Skirts Are Becoming.
ably priced and other blouses show a
Draped skirts are .becoming to tht
decline that Is promising. Voile la
Ideal for wear with street suits and slim woman or the debutante, and
wash satlna or pongee silks are ita whea made of voile or taffuiu full Ii
soft, graceful lines.
competitors in tsnorea moaeis.
KPILOOUK to the story of summer blouses might easily be

AN

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
F. B. PAYNE, Manager.

i

the

KITCnCN
CONTINUES

The ton of bird! Ii U about,
Not gay, but Juit contented;
Tho air la ladra with tha, tweet
Of raaaa (ratrant-acaau-

10 enow

Marble!
Dad Dwight of the Clovis
Worka on Grand Ave., shipa his mor-direct into Clovis fro mthe quarries of the New England States. He
cuts it, polishes and letters it right
here and sells it direct to the customer. There are no middle man's
profits and it is not hard to see haw
ho can save you money on your monuments. Not only this, he is a citizen of Clovis, haa his home here and
when you patronize him you are
helping to build up the town and the
county. . He hires no salesmen and
no agents and when you buy one of
Dad Dwight'a monuments you have to
deal direct with him at his marble
worka on Grand Avenue, but if you
4Q jer cen on
can save fronj".2Q
youa monuments isn't it worth while?
He has had 83 yeans experience in
the monument business. If you need
anything in his line it will pay you
to see him.
bi

SUMMER LUNCH E',N8.

Myrtle Reed says: "Judging bj ttri
various booki on the subject of lunch-eopeople do not eat
at noon unless tiny bare
company."
Thla U prob
ably the rule, especially
moot women In fatal- lief where the 'man of
the home takei hla
luncheon downtown. The
housewife, even If entire
ly alone, should have
omethlnf hot and take It sitting
down. People who do not take time
to eat and ileep presently are obliged
te take time to die. People who, from
false notion! of economy, live upon
Improper food, era tbortly put to the
greater expenie of a funeral. It la
t,
better to apend money on fruits,
milk and egga than upon
wveathi and gate ajar. The one
who leada the procession, with hla
friends riding behind him, might better have postponed thla particular entertainment for a few years, and In
meat cases It couitl be done by taking
more time to live while engaged In the
business of living.
Luncheon Dish. Save from breakeggs.
fast two or three
Prepare small squares of slightly stale
before cutting.
bread; butter It llg.-tl' Make a cupful of white sauce to two
eggs and two slices of bread. Prcpore
the white sauce by melting two
of butter, add two of flour
and when well blended add one cupful of milk. Put Into a buttered baking dish a layer of Hie bread and cover
with white sauce, then one sliced egg)
repeat and finish the top with bread.
Bake uutii the bread la brown. Add
Masoning of aalt, pepper, inlon Juice
or any preferred seasoning. This dish
may be made and served in the hot
white sauce without baking.
Sardine Salad. Drain a can of sardines, sprinkle with lemon Juice and
egg quaralternate with
tan on a bed of lettuce. Serve with
French dressing.
peeled toma-toe- s
Cucumber Jally-Cand cucumbers Into dice, saving
,the Juice. Season with grated onion,
alt and pepper. Add gelatin and sufficient hot water, using two cupfula of
salad material to half a package of
gelatin. Mold and serve on lettuce,
with mayonnaise dressing.
vefe-table-

bard-cooke- d

ls

hard-boile- d

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
br local application, M Ibex cannot reach
the dloeaaed portion of the ear There It
onl one war to cure catarrhal Soafmea.
and that la by a eonailiutlonal r me.ly.
Catarrhal lrafaeaa It caut.it br an inflamed condition of the muuoua lining of
the Buttachian Tube. When thu tube It.
Inflamed you hava a rumbllns aound or lm-perfect hearlnf. and when It It enUreiy
vlneed, Dafnea la the reaull Vnlett the
Inflammation can be reduced and tbla tube
to lit normal condition, bearing
reTed
Many cat. of
wt.t be deetroed forever.
doafnew are cauaed by catarrh, which la
an Inflamed condition of the tnucout
Mail t Catarrh Medicine actt thru
the blood on the mucous aurfuoet of tba
oyttem.
We will (le One Hundred Dollara for
any caee or Catarrhal Denfneaa that cannot
be cared by Hall
Catarrh Medicine. Circular! free. All Druirglata. TSo.

t.

1. CUENBY

CO.. Toledo, O.

The Smith family forms a consider
able portion of the white population
of the world. It has been estimated
that there are 7,000,000 male Smiths
and allowing the female members of
the family to be .oqually numerous,
this gtyea a total .of.. 14,000,000
Smiths, a number equal to the com
bined population 'of Canada, Aus
tralia and New Zeland.

int.ad to mak. your bom.
Amarillo? If ao, inv.atigat. tbi

in

jj

JOHNSON BROS.
Night Phone- - 235
Dav Phone 211
t

H
:

j

aaaiM

w

i

The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.

mm
as well as

ail Insurance
written by

THE OLD HARTFORD
Plenty of money to loan on farms

The Scheurich Agency

eiinniuianiiim

pUt.ad hou.

Ten-roo-

with

nr.ry modern conv.ni.nc; outhaat
coro.r 75x140 foot lot, located two
blocks aatt of high school, hot wat.r
hasting syst.rn, larg. doubl. baa.
m.nt with concrat walla and floor,
bath room up itairs and down, fiv.
bad room alto large slsaping room

a.

ii

The
'

Tread

Zlg-Z- &g

Wetfeuieellr sad attattteallr gf
teot lot neateti aMWltf Witt alt
toad eflaaluooa. Tin

i

vtAH,

V1

CON aIUt
both aUei of toe eitrt wtle,
Bite
betrf tread. BkldJlnf U Blatntoed.
fuillel Bar Bam of the "Ploe
Treet" and ttralcht Center Una of
head are thick rubber etude that ti.
Wet a SeaolBf Uw abeeli "bead as.'

,

EVOiim

If ita newt The News wants

in

.,,.

buy.

ar

CTliCGlSTS

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.

Do you

inclosed with Franco, windowi; gar- aga, lawn, .lm treat, atrawborry
patch, .tc. .v.rvthing in axc.ll.nt
LrL
repair.
Hit U IU4 tixl tUltl teuiik'
RibbaM.
mhtnmu
tMtad
Bin
vitk
ZZ
a.
mmm
For further information and t.rm
Mtm
Treai T.
DrvtrsHsA. Ask ft t
P1AMUND HHANU flLLM. br M addr.a.1
.
l mm
mkoMBiatlUMAIvmketlilill
SOLO BY

Prohibition has made some trreat
changes. A drunken man used to he
an object of Derision but nowadays
he is an object of Envy.

i inn

CHICHESTER S PILLS

r

Most men have a grievance against
one thing or another. But some, un- hle to find an:.thifr in particular,
compromise by r.itk.nf it general.
hence the village grouch.

Mother haa to keep her scissors
sharp so she can cut goods. That's
why she uses Father's razor to cut
twine and sharpen pencils.

Beautiful Home in
Amarillo for Sale
by Owner

t

A blotiHo

te

.

CABINET

.

t

it

Mrs. D. Elliott
210 Fillmor

Street, Amarillo, T.xas

ut

Puncture-Proo- f

Clovis Mptor
Sales Co.
E. Grand and Pile St.

ture-Proo- fs

f

tr

tJa.

v-W- jHr?

The man who waits for building material
to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in the end.
in profits and possibly pay even-mor-

dc-ina- nd

Maxwell touring car, 1918
.
mouci in line ruuumi, wuui-lion-

Cord-Qua- li

are the only U
Cord Puncture-Proof- s
were subjected to the severest
being offered to the public
before
win
an
tests
argument
tires that can
' They were everything that a cord
jvith steel.
J
should be not a single cord quality had1
sharpest
na3
Let the thinnest, toughest,
been sacrificed to moke them panctuns
or stoutest spike try to pierce the triple
proof,
t.yt,
thickness of steel discs. They cannot passv
jYour tube is safe. The cord construction
Let us show you the quality and construe?
is uninjured. Not 9 cord cut or weuk
JoU of this remarkable tire.
ened, for the steel discs are placed bt
jtween the cords and the tread.

LEE

r

FOR SALE

with Every

There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

It is our earnest advise that

you build now

that you come to us for your estimates.

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

Clovis, New Mexico

V J05

eighteen months, Lee Cord Puno

Sloan' & Graham Tire and Vulcanizing Co
Cord 'or Fabric"

Puncture,Proc;
-

tr3 a.

"5

:
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FSCTS

.

Ten Reasons For Using

OIL

BSTRY

Interesting facts regarding the petroleum problem which is now confronting the people of the United
States are furnished in autistic recently compiled by the Slundu'rd Oil
Company.
During the war the tinitcd Status
exported 300 million more. barrels
of crude and refined oils than the
country produced during that l:ngth
of time. And since that time the
consumption of refined products hus
much greater than the increase
of oil produced.
There me todny mob. than nine
million automobiles in the United
States, or about one car to every
13 persons, and this number is also
increasing faster than tho production
of petroleum products. Since the petroleum industry was first started
refinerici have made an effort to
store up a certain percentage of their
output and the shortage was not felt
immediately after the war because
the storage took care of the immediate demands.
However, the nrndncti-..u
r- v
wic
'
midcontinent fields are decreasing
now, ana nehis like Burkburnett,
Ranger and Eastland are not producing" near the crude oil they formerly did, and during the year of
1919 the United
States imported
more than 54 million barrels of
crude.
Larger oil companies in feverish
effort to keep up with the increasing demands, are going into foreign
fields for production. The Standard
Oil is now drilling extensively in Yan.
anget, in the Burma Islands, in China,
m tne Ural Motsntaina in the Trans-vaaand in Siberia.
New fields
throughout the United States, too,
are being tested in an effort to find
new producers.
The problem ia of vital interest to
everyone, since petroleum and its
products are no longer a luxury, but
a vital necessity to every-da-

Acetylene Welding

m

'

mwrnm

bc-.-

3.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8..

9.
10.

Time saved by taking parts home that day.
Expense, of wiring.
Possibility of getting wrong parts.
Bad transportation conditions.
Necessity of taking complicated or heavy pieces
off to get to a small broken part, which could be
welded on the machine.
By
the break it can be made strong
er than new.
The holding of hands tLat would hunt other work
if laid off for a time.
The saving over buying a large piece because of
a small break.
We do your work any time, day or night.
Our unconditional guarantee of satisfaction,
you being the judge.

n

Give Us a Trial
We weld any

metal and guarantee it

l,

Admiral Welding Shop
Rear Farmers State Bank, Clovis, N. M.
Shop Phone 436

Res. Phone 429

y

argains Are Here
For You
BEGINNING SATURDAY, JULY 31st, WE ARE GOING
TO CLEAN UP ALL OF OUR SPRING AND SUMMER
GOODS AT A SACRIFICE, AS WE

WILL SOON MOVE INTO
OUR NEW LOCATION TWO DOORS SOUTH OF THE OLD
POST OFFICE.
OUR NEW QUARTERS WILL GIVE US ROOM TO PUT
IN OUR BIG FALL STOCK-SO- ME
OF THIS IS NOW ON

DISPLAY.
LOCUST GROVE

There was a picnic at the school
bouse Friday for the club members
of this district. Thero was a large
' crowd Mid plenty of dinner for all. A
nice program wag rendered in the
afternoon. Mrs. Durand, the county
s
club leader, and Mr. Peterson of
were present.
Mr. T. J. Randal's sister and niece
of Arlington, Texas, arrived Monday
morning for a few week's visit.
A large number from this community attended the singing convention at Moye Chapel Sunday.
Mrs. Randol of Guymon, Okla.,
T.
who is visiting her brother-in-laJ. Randol, is on the sick list this week.
Ebb Randol is working at Hellene
this week.
Quite a few from this part attended the negro minstrel at Clovis FriClo-vi-

.

day night
Mr. and Mrs. Owens called

at

the

T. J. Randol home Sunday evening.
Mrs. Jennings' cousin and family
of Oklahoma visited them Monday.
Mrs. J. E. Randal visited 'at Mr.
?. J. Randol's Monday, there being
other callers in the afternoon.
Mr. Arthur Curry and Mr. Will
Williams butchered a beef Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vaughn of
Union visited at Sam Randol's Sunday night and Monday.

with splendid results two baptisms
and one took membership.
Bvo.
Shepard did splendid preaching and
with Bro. Mickey's help did some
good work. Everything is in fine
Prospects
condition.
were
never
better for us to grow and do' some
good work. A movement was launched to build a new church house and
we were well pleased with the effort.
Bro. Mickey left Sunday morning
for Portales to begin a series of
meetings at that place. Bro Shepard
left Monday morning for his home in
Amarillo.
Let us all be on hand promptly
next Sunday. Remember we begin
at 10 o'clock sharp. Lit all be there
and helo put into practice some of
the pood things we have learned. .
The young people's prayer meeting on Sunday at 7:45 is not n tiling
of the past but is actually a reality,
so come and take a part. Yes, wc
need your help and you need us.
Don't sit down now and wait for next
preaching' day but come and help
make things interesting, and not have
to get ready but be ready for the
meeting next- year, beginninng second Sunday in August conducted by
F. B. Shepard of Amarillo and G. F.
Mickey of Clovis
REPORTER

PUBLICATION NOTICE
,
In the Probate Court of
State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of John
L. Smith, deceased.
Notice ia hereby given that letters
of administration on the egtat at
John L. Smith, deceased, were grant
ed to the undersigned by the Probate
Court of Curry County, State of New
Mexico, on the 28th day of July, A.
D. 1920.
All persons having claims against
said estate are hereby notif ic ! to exhibit same to the undersigned at hrr
residence near Melrose, New Mexico,
or, at the office of R. E. Rowells,
Clovis, New Mexico, for allowance
within twelve months after the date
of this publication with necessary
vouchers, or they will be forever
from any benefit of said estate; or, said claims may be filed
with the Clerk of said Court.
Dated this 28th day of July,' A.
D. 1920.
SARAHAN FRANCES SMIiH
Administratrix.
R. E. Rowells, Attorney.
Curry-County-

See Our New

Skirts and Dresses
and other lines

Good Silk Hose $1.25
0

.

HOLLENE

ITEMS

Hollene could still offer Crusoe a
If you don't put pep into your work refuge where no roof would bo need
you can't expect to find pepper in ed. Rain has again fallen all around
'

us but not here.
People are very busy haulinir and
threshing wheat.
' A pessimistic fisherman generally
Mr. Sam Campbell asserts tin- - lastcowpluins that the angle worm didn't'
ing
qualities of this land. If,; ;:) a
CUOSS-EYEJANE.
work very hard, anyway.
field which has been in cultivation
CHURCH OF CHRIST
You may have enough energy to for over thirty years and sues no
t
pull a steam plow, but what good h falling off in its productivity.
Mr. Lofton's father has rMurnml
Our meeting closed Sunday night it if you don't use it?
to his homp after a prolonged viait.in
th:s community.
Charlie Droko left Monday for .his
A
home in Colorado. He has been visiting his brother, J. W. broke.
Lucian Madole ia very sick at this
writ'ng.
Doctor says ho has symptoms of typhoid.
Harvest hands are plentiful now.
Have you ever realized, what it means to you
The Clovis Chamber of Commorco is
Jf) be able to secure tho very best in Iho line
of groto be complimented for Its
ceries, fruits and fresh meats?
in providing name. Ijicidantally
tho phono has played an important
Wc carry the very best line of groceries. Our
pari, in keeping
farmers annulled
meats arc selected with our customer's interests in
with needed help.
view, and you will surely find what you want in our
We are glad to sec this
between city nnd country as a
market department.
better understanding
will result
Call on us today our service will please you.
therefrom.
Thin will do .wore than
anything clap to ahow each' its dependence on tho other.
We have heard that they are fixing
CLEANLINESS IS OUR MOTTO
to fix to get ready to resume construction on our school building.
Frank Foster who has been n at
tendance at the summer term at Silver City, returned homo Sunday,
frank has been very busy since his
fturn. Sunday ho was In J' -- r
with Mb
Since he has
joon hauling grain.
huiu.j t.ut
?nnk can make better time In a
PHONE 11S
;
truck than in a ear.
IDLER.

Wash Silk Blouses, Regular $3.25
Going at. $2.50

your pay envelope.

Quality Counts!

Johnson & Sullivan

I

H4Z
S-

sisss

Suits Reduced to $17.50

Bungalow Aprons, Regular $2.50
Going at $1.50
$3.00 Values Going at $1.95
!

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE MONEY. BE SURE YOU
GET YOUR PART OF THE BARGAINS OFFERED HERE.

Grisamore & Osborne
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Clovis or Tcxico.
S. Sheffield, Texico, N. M.

their return to

E

LAUN-DRY-FTT-

CLASSIFIED

:ADS:le

'

J.

berry, and fruit land. For Prices
write the Ozark Land Co., Prairie
Grove, Arkansas.

-

WANTED 50 or 100 bundles of
kaffir corn. Address P. O. Box 744.

RATE
Per Word Per Issue

FOR RENT. 040 acres known as
the Taylor farm, northwest of MelClean cotton rags at rose, for cash rent, ono or fivo years.
Enquire of R., A. Aber, Funk, Ohiai

WANTED
News Office.

Electric
FOR SALE Western
washing machine. W. H. Stout, 115
PLAIN SEWING Mrs. Luther
North Lane.'
, 722-2tWalden at Commercial Hotel. Bring
plain sewing.
FOR RENT One southeast bed me your
p

One or two gentlemen
ferred. Phone 329.
room.

pre

LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
from the Continental yard at Clovis
Sunday night, one team of large,
black horses. Reward. Continental
ltc
Oil Company, Clovis, N. M.

"How beautiful v it wash.
es the dainty frocks how
quickly it dries them for the
Jine and absolutely no
wringer.

WANTED To rent an equipped
stock and grain farm on shares in
FOR SALE Nine room apartment
Might exchange a
Curry County.
fine Misouri farm for good farm or house, modern, specially arranged for
ranch in high altitude. Address Jas. two families, plastered, shade trees,
A. Barnhmt, Dora, Mo., R. F. D. No hot and cold water in each kitchen.
200 S. Merriwether St. il. W. l'ae,
1.
Up
owner.
FOR SALE Lot 2, Block 74,
Wunted by Board of Education,
original townsitc, lots 11 and 12, blk.
Any reasonable of custodian for high school building and
aO, North Park.
fer will take them. Write Josephine grounds, need not have actual exBurnett, 250 Grand, Astoria. Ore perience except the firing of boilers;
should be
man of common school
gon.
education, not over forty years of
FOR SALE OR TRADE A four age, active, energetic, and willing.
room house, pebbledashed and plas Board prefers man who seeks the
tered, four blocks from Clovis Na place permanently and who will take
tional Bank. Will take a Ford as special pride in keeping the building
part pay. W. F. Clidewell, at Ohio and premises as clean as if they were
his own. Salary will be sufficient for
Hotel.
the right man with increase at abHlty
FOR SALEr Two good high grade develops. Apply to E. W. Bowyer,
HolKteh bulla! on, year old and two superintendent.
John
year old. Alslr tome pigs.
MANY INTERESTED
Nafziter.

Thit electric walking machine li
rightly regarded at I ha marvel of tha
walking machine business.
It washes tha clolhtt clem and
while la fifteen minutes it driea
I baa for tha Una ia one minute by
tba watch.
It haa tha endoraement of tha Good
Housekeeping Institute for high ef.
ficiency.
It waibaa by tha vacuum cup ty
tern. It dria by tha centrifugal pro
Thar ia ao lifting tha wet
caaa.
clothe, ao putting the baadt in hot
or cold water- - and ao putting the
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
clothe through a wringer.
News Office.
It waihei, wring! and rinte.
FOR SALE Washington County
To know the
it to
waat it. Nothing taket iti place. It farms in Northwest Arkansas. Grain,
U the complete washing machine.
FOR SALE 320 acres good wheat
land, 15 miles northweiit of Friona,
houne, good well and wind
DEMONSTRATED AT HARRIS
mill, and smuil barn, 200 acre In cul
FURNITURE COMPANY
tivation, price $23.00 per acre. Half
rash, balance terms. See us for cheap
M. A. Crum,
farm arid ranch land
Friona, Texas.
Laun-Dry-Et-

r,lrs.G.W.Chalfant
Local Agent
If a nvn

en

ia born lucky It
the hole is his pocket before he

puts any dime into it.

Fred Harvey invites the applica
tion of young ladies for Its serv
ice as lunch room attendants, dining
roam girls, maids and pantry girls
experience not necessary.
Boys as bus-boand kitchen work
ers. Excellent wages and good work
ing hours. Apply HARVEY HOUSE,
CLOVIS.

report that
Real estate agents
much interest is being shown in the
See the realestate
Rodes addition.
man you do business with and make
your selection before the best is
taken.

A motion picture
actress needs
more clothes than some people imagine. No frock is ever worn in more
than one film, and that often means
that an actress has to provide almost
fifty each of d.ebses, hats, boudoii
gowns, innumerable shoes, and other
We are distributors for "Schlitx" knicknacks in a year.
made by the Schlitc Brewing Co.
Buy it by the case, a fine summer
Campbell's Ice Cream and
drink.
Bottling Works.

STRAYED OR STOLEN From
Fly place, 3 miles west of TcxUu, a W
"A soft answer turneth away pair of black mulec, matched, about
wrath," but a stuffed club worked, 14 hiii.ds high' one h.'s slight wire
marvels on a bully.
cut one font and ono has slight slit
Been gone three weeks.
in one ear.
y
A
line is generally oc- Any information in regard to the
cupied by three two on and one
above described mules will be apprto get on.
eciate and reward will be pnid for
.

m.

.

two-part-

U. S.

GOVERNMENT

New Wagon Sheets, Tents, Harness

y

Blankets and other Army Goods
And we urge that you not
A new list of new bargains just av ailublel
confuse articles offered here with "salvage" er goods condemned as unfit
for service. Every item offered is in thoroughly serviceable condition
Many articles are new.
and so guaranteed.
Government Harness
New Wago'a Sheets
The heuvy U. S. Army Wheel Har- Army wagon covers 1 1 ft. 8 Inches
by 14 ft. 8 inches, of heavy Govern- lie a. (collar and hames type) com
ment
olive drab duck as plete with bridles, full length lines,
heavy as
commercial white leather collars, hames, leather traces,
duck. Complete with ropes on ends breevh'tig, etc. The raw leathtr alone
and aides. L;se them far wagon sheets eot the government ?!2.60 without
use them to protect hay, grain and labor or trmtning. Nothing better for
machinery from rain; take one on farm work, heavy hauling or general
your trip, fustcn it to the side of your use. All in splendid condition; $54.95
car and you have an anti ' it. Cost set for two animals, freight puid to
tho Government fll.'n
"h; our your railroad Elation.
!
price 13.45 del1
Army Pup- TenU
;j your station.
Shelter Tents 4x0 ft. comprising
two regulation oholter halves; all
New full rigged stuck saddles with nmvnnteed free from holes. Fine fer
horn; western type; weight 40 poumU lioy Scouts or play tents. $3.75 each
each. New and perfect. $r2.50 each. delivered by p.ircel post.
Large Army Tent
Cenulne McClellan Saddle as used
by II. S. Cavnlry; guaranteed in servEiff Army T;nts 16 feet wide, 18
iceable condition. $19.50 each.
feet long, 11 feet high, with 3 feet
well; made af 12.4-odoubleTilled
New Meit Kits
.
Frying pan and plate of aluminum, duck the beat the U. S. Government
ideal fur campers and boy scouta; all could procure. Every tent complete
with polo, lined, lin'V, etc. Free from
new. 55c complete, postpaid.
Something every, Boy held and tears. Claw XX Tints
Canteeni
Scout 'and Camper should have U. $.12.05. Freight pnid to your railroad
S. Army water-tigh- t
canteens, 45c station.
Class A A TenH samo as above but
ench postpaid.
used less; will render same servieo iw
Tho genuine m w tent, $41.95. Freight paid to
Khnkl Breeches
Army Khaki Breeches? a limited your railroad station.
quantity at $1.50 pnir, postpaid. .
New Blanket
Oveneat Caps All new; every ono
U. S. C M' L Blanket No. 695
perfect. 05c each, postpai I.
Splendid new Gray Wool Rlnnkcts,
Unbreakable Minora, measuring averaging (10xR3 inches; all now;
3x5 inches, each in a case, fine for never used. Best grade purchased unhunters or Scouts. 35c each, postpaid. der Emergency Act $0.95 each, postBarracks Bum for clothing or paid.
Khnkl or Olive Drab Arm? Blanlaundry; splendid big bags.
6!c
Everyone knows what they are;
kets
each, postpaid.
all wool; all new. $7.05 each, postClovei Knit Jersey gloves; every paid.
pair now and perfect. 39c pair postNew Full Lanrth Pant
paid.
Moil's Trousers, full length, of all
Money Belli All new. Wen! for w.iol Olive Drab worsted; excellently
sportsmen and Boy Scouts. 45c each, tailored ; evnrv nnlr new and guaranteed perfect. $0.15 postpaid.
postpaid.
Remit hv Post Office Money Order, Expreeilroney Order, Bank Ex
change or Caahler'B Check. You ruiv no risk everything guaranteed exSatisfaction or your money back. Order at onco-r-t- he
actly as represented.
supply won't last long. '

y

10-o- s.

12-o-

z.

'
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Federal Distributing .Co.
389-36- 1

E. Commerce Street

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

y

For
Weak
Women
In use lor over 40yearsl
Thousands of voluntary
letters irom women, tell- ing of the good Cardul
has done them. This is
the best proof of the value
ol Cardul. Itp'ovesthat
Cardul is a good medicine
for women.
There are no harmful or
habit -- forming drugs In
Cardul. It Is composed
only of mild, medicinal
ingredients, with no bad

--

17o

JflTC

hit

.1
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of Curry County's best Wheat Land.

Up near Claud where wheat is king.

Price and Terms Good
and Easy
$5.00 an acre cash, balance in 10 equal
annual payments at 7

,

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

.Ramey

it Wilkiisoi
Phone 39

Clovis, N. M.

E. J. (Jim) Dennis, Salesman

J
fering which he bore with great for- missed in
There will be a.
titude, the God of Heaven came and vacancy wjilch none 'other can fill,
Dr
took him unto himself. All was done but t'le blessed assurance that he dieii
PHYSICIAN and 6URGEON
for him that loving hands or medical fully trusting in Jesus will help to lift
Clovit, New Mexico
aid could suggest but just past the the burden of sorrow end torn darkOffice Suite 3, Barry Building
solemn hour of midnight his suffer- ness into day. There will be no more
ing ceased and he gently fell asleep weary hours of suffering for him,
in Jesus. He was ready and anxious no more anxious watching over him,
DEATH OF RALPH CALKINS
for the Savior to come. Calling his for Jesus Christ, who doeth all things
Ralph Calkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. father, mother and two brothers and well, has claimed him for his own t
Frank Calkins, was born April 18, others around his bedside he plead be the object of his love and care,
1001, died July 24, 1920, age 19 vjith them to meet him in heaven and some day, some glad sweet uuyr
years, 3 months and 6 duys. He was where he was going to meet his little we shall meet our dear ones again
bom at Woodville, Ohio.
sister and other loved ones who had and Jesus shall wipe our tears
After five weeks of pain and suf gone on before. He will be sadly

W. M.

H
A

HP

Lancaster

after-effec- ts.

M

TAKE

Tta Woman's Tense

THE only tires
7 vertised Ideal

You can rely on Cardul..
Surely it will do for you
wh.it it has done for so
many thousands of other
womenl It should help.
"I was Liken sick,
seemed to bj . . . ,"
wriles Mrs. Mary E.Vcste,
ol Madison Heights, Va.
"I got down so weak,
could hardly walk . . .

just staggered around.
I read of Cardul,
and after taking one bottle, or before taking quite
all, I felt much better. I
took 3 or 4 bodies at
that time, and was able to
do my work. I take it in
the, spring when rundown. 1 had no appetite,
and I commenced eating.
It 1$ the best tonic I ever
law." Try Cardul.

...

All

Drafts M

I

built to an adan Ideal that
definitely indicates the policy and
aim of the makers of Fisk Tires.

f
I

Thq Fisk Ideal: "To be the best
concern in the world to work
for, and the squarest concern in
existence to do business with."

I
I
I

Afef time BUY FISK
from your dealer

I

n

I

"M
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"In all

plc. thanthai-and- In htallandaMaona,
wlnca,
'
uaj by moat peretiMlra

Flowara.aspand

aoul-Ilk-

Taachlnf

a

Stare

raa-on- a,

'
How akin thar are to human thlnn."
SUMMCR

iii I
Oil

LUNCHEONS.

Daring the summer months, the
lighter more delicate meats are more
acceptable, such as
"" " I areetbresds, chicken,
I veal and lamb; vhlla
eggs,' mushrooms and all
kinds of fresh vegetables wilt be. ueed
abundantly.
Chicken
Salad. Mix
cold cooked chicken with
twice the quantity ot
diced celery. mid a half cupful of
shredded almonds and enough mayonnaise to molxten.
Serve on lettuce
garnished with slices of bard cooked

'

fj

J) 1 1
ii

o

m mi

I

egg.

Sweetbread
In
Salad. Parboil
acidulated water a pair of sweetbreads, drain and dip Into Ice water
to chill. Remove all. membrane and
pipe and cut In floe pieces; add an
equal quantity of celery cut In die
and serve with a rich, highly seasoned boiled or mayonnaise dress-

Because you have been married a loug time js
should be ver.
no reason why your honey-moo- n

.ill

ing.

Why not take your wife TODAY s6me little

Curried Chicken. Prepare creamed
chicken using one cupful of white
sauce to one cupful of finely minced
ken of love and make her happy!
or diced chicken; add a shredded
green pepper,
f
cupful of
canned tomatoes and beat thoroughly.
We have many beautiful gifts that will bring
8eaon with salt, pepper, and add a
teaxpoonful of curry powder.
happiness to the heart of your loved ones. We will
Chlckan Croquettes. TJse the
of cold boiled or roa.it chicken,
be glad to help you make a selection.
or combine with roast pork or veal
finely minced; add boiled rice or
mashed potato. Bind with well beaten egg or with a thick cream sauce;
Our WORD is our BOND
season, shape Into croquettes, dip Into beaten egg and crumbs and fry
In deep fat The canned, boned chicken Is very good to make croquettes.
Deviled Chlckan. Make a sauce of
salt,
dry mustard, paprika,
grated lemon peel, lemon Juice, Worcestershire and a few drop of taJEWELERS AND OPTOMETERISTS
basco sauce. Add a lump of butter
when the sauce begins to boll When
A. T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTORS
very hot, Md cube of cold chicken
and cook until heated through. Cold
cooked veal or roast pork may be used
In the aame way.
bottle
often
small
cures. Send for
Chldkan Saute-Cut
up a chicken
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
and pound the pieces) with a potato
Olive
2926
St.
Louis,
Mo.
Sold masher until tbey are flat Season,
si,
tot kidney and bladder troubles, gravel, weak and lame back, rheumatism by druggists.
dredge with flour, fry la batter or
bacon fat until brown.
and irregularitiei of the kidneys and
Probably no man in Texas has a
bladder In both men and women. If
set sold by your druggist will be sent higher respect for liberty bonds than
by null os receipt of $1.25. One one who traded his for oil stock.
to-

Tin; wheat crop is harvested. But it Is a certainty that wc.
will not have sufficient cars to move the grain at threshing time.
The ear shortage makes it imperative for nearly every fanner
t plan for storing his wheat.
Granaries built of lumber are easily 'constructed and arc
reasonable in cost. If you have upwards of 500 bushels of wheat
to store, the cost per bushel for a granary will be very small.
With a good. granary you can then hold your wheat until market
conditions are better selling it at a price that will make an investment in a granary worth while.
You will be surprised at the low cost per bushel for a lumber
granary. We will be glad to advise you of the cost and methods
of building. Come in and see us, or telephone.

one-hal-

rem-Da-

Denhof Jewelry Co.

THE
'

"It Costs No More

.Buy Fumituire?

and strictly sanitary.

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

After yon eat ajwt7 t&ka

Groceries

1

YOUR PATRONAGE
SOLICITED

103

nmtud
ran
a

Mule, Hotm and
Bosght and Sold.

Cattle

CO,

When the

thick or

aches, when
ono fecla all
out-of-ao- rts

f

vS

perhaps a

coated
tongue it

WHAT WE SAY ABOUT
KELLYS IS NOT SO IMPORTANT AS WHAT KELLY
USERS SAY.
A MILLION DOLLARS
A
YEAR SPENT IN ADVERTISING WOULD NOT BRING US
HALF THE GOOD
WILL
THAT THE PERFORMANCE
OF
THE
TIRES THEM
SELVES DOES.

the signal

that poisons
are accumulating in the
cleaned out

can bo best
ascribed to our own neglect or
carelessness. When the organs fail
in the discharge of their duties,
the putrefactive germs set in ana
generate toxins actual poisons,
which fill ono's own body. '
Sleepiness after meals, flushing
of the face, extreme lassitude, biliousness, dizziness, sick headache,
acidity of the stomach, heartburn,
offensive- breath, anemia, loss of
weight and muscular power, decrease of vitality or lowering of
resistance to infectious diseases,
disturbance of the eye, dyspepsia,
indigestion, gastritis, many forms
of catarrh, asthma, ear affections
and allied ailments result from
Auto-intoxicati-

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

DRUG

South Main

at once

-.

nana, (iataaic

Clovia, N. M.

should be

-

on

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

nptor will nfuaj
SOUTHWESTERN

system, and

JOHNSON BROS.

!- -.
Vluiit-m- d
trana, liui-i- m
i tb bMt raiMjy. Tim f tW
UftiycMUaiwnt
wonderful! brnatiud.
w umIl rWUvctf fUAnuttri

T. ATOMIC

head fecla

,,

.

repealing, and all atomach mlaeriea.
AWbdifMiMaaad'aaeattta, Km. ttnmara

MY HEAD!

We have no hesitancy whatever in saying that this store has
earned and. rightfully holds this position in Clovis.

Quality Home Furnishers

natantly re lie vea VUartWa, Bloat

4 Caur reeling. 8tops food souring,

Proprietor

is

SS1N--N--V'NSWW-

'ATONIC

Old Lone Star Wagoa Yard

.

Howard Booth

There was a day and time when we Americans would buy
our home furnishings recklessly without due thought as to their
style, construction and finish, That day is gone it has become
one of the dimmed pages in our history book. We are today, as
a nation, demanding better furniture with better accessories;
and in each community there is some one dispenser some one
merchant who is looked to for guidance in the art of furnishing
the home.

It Right."

,

appetizing meals at moderate prices.
Always cool and clean,

'.

Built

R. C. Snelson

lias just opened and is
ready to serve you the most

This is a serious question and needs much consideration.

To

Telephone No. 15

Crystal
Gafe

Mow Do You

0.

LUMBER

I.ONG-REL- L

TEXAS WONDER

orsclf-poisonin- g.

Take castor oil, or procure at
the drug store, a pleasant vego
table laxative, called Dr. Pierce's
Pleasant Pellets, composed ol
May-appl- o,
aloes and jalap,

I

i

NEW STATE AUTO CO.
Real Auto Service '
T. L. HELM, Mgr.

:

North Main St.
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Our suggestions to you will be
along the line of harmonious, tasteful,
distinctive effects for the home.

to talk it over, even when you are not
ready to buy, we shall be delighted to
exchange ideas and suggestions!

Whenever you feel like coming in

.

A Good

Refrigerator Will Keep Your Food Glean, Sweet and Wholesome
V

206, 203 210, 212

Clovis Furniture 8

SOUTH MAIN STREET

206, 208 210, 212

Undertaking Go.

SOUTH MAIN STREET
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

R. M. BISHOP, Manager

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

L
a copy of the original of his 'discharge. He is also asked to bring
with hirry providing he has been
awarded compensation, the letter of
award, or if this is not available, a
check showing that he has received
payment. These two documents are
vitally necessary to the completion of
and decision in his case.
"All men who wish to avr.il them
selves of this opportunity are asked
to get in touch, with the American
Legion Pasta or with the Red Cross.
As 1t is not known, members of the
Board say, when it will be posaible
for another Case Board to visit this
section, every man is urged to avail
himself of the opportunity granted

him

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day, 67; Night, 14 and 203
AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

him.
MEN

CAN

APPLY FOR VOCATIONAL
TRAINING HERE ON AUG. 2
men
"Good newi for
Buffering with dixabilitin which constitute vocational handicap wai received in Clovis by the American Legion Post and the Red Crow and othin the work
er agencies
of aiding former service men. Announcement wus made that on August 2nd, any man who believJ him
self entitled to retraining at Uie
hand of the Federal Board for Vo
cational Education (a purely Civilian
Board) may huve hia case decided
and if he is eligible he may be
placed in training at once by appear
ing in Clovi on that day,
"Local people who received the an'
nounccment declared it marked one
of the mast important steps taken by
the Federal Board fur Vocational Ed
ucation in the handling of the job of
soldiers, sailors, marines
or nurses to compete successfully
In their old employment. It was also
declared to be another long step to
ward the cutting of socnlled "red
tape" which it has been, charged
hampers the work of all Government
Bureaus.
The coming of representatives of
the Federal Board for Vocational Ed
ucation to Clovlj on the day mention'
ed will, it is hoped by those concerned, reach the attention of every

man who might have a claim against
this department of the Government
and visit of those representatives will
mean for those men the following
things:
1. That if he has not yet made ap
plication for vocational education
such application will be made for
him on the spot. Immediately he will
lie examined by a physician of the
Board and his case rated. Then the
case will be decided by a Washington
representative of the Board and if
the man is declared eligible he will
be placed in training immediately.
2. Those men who have made apbut who yet
plication
have certain papers to finish before
their cases are completed may have
these papers completed on the
spot and their cases acted upon, and
decided. If they are found eligible
for training tbey will be placed in
training immediately.
"It is our purpose," the announcement says, "tD decide all cases possible while the representatives of the
Board are in Clovis. This will save
time required previously in sending
case to Denver office for rating, completion of papers, medical examination and decision. We hope to be
able to give a rating to any man who
bedore the Denver "Case
cornea
Board," and if he is eligible for train-- ,
ing, if it is his wish, to furnish him
transportation to his place of training
before he leaves.
"Every man is asked to bring with

"The coming of the Traveling Case
Board is just the beginning of a sum
mer drive which will enable the ex
service men who may be entitled to
training under the Federal Board for
Vocational Education to get their
casestcomplcted and definitely acted
upon.
"In each town which the Traveling
Case Board reaches in New Mexico,
there will be appointed a local salaried representative of the Federal
Board for Vocational Education who
will devote hia time for the next sev
eral weeks to the work of advising
and completing the papers of
ice men who for any cause are unable
to meet the Traveling Case Board or
whoso cases cannot be acted upon by
the Traveling Case Board because
of lack of data.
Within the next two or three weeks
these field agents will be called into
the Denver office for necessary instruction in the work, and immediately following they will return to
their communities. One of these field
agents will be appointed to handle
all cases in this city and vicinity.
"Practically
s
of the
work in getting in touch with the men
has been accomplished in the Federal
Board for Vocational Education. This
final "clean-u- p
drive" is to approve
trt'Mng at Government expense to
the other
h
who may be eligible and interested in this gieat opportunity."

Did it
Anything, anvwherc, Hint looked like a record, the
Essex went right out and "busted," during tho week
of June 28th to July 'X Distributors and dealers in
demevery state .joined in this mighty, nation-widonstration of the Essex.
,
e,

Bed-do-

e,

and 214 S. Main Street.

208-210-2-

s

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

OZARK TRAILS MEETING
AT PITTSBURG, KANS.

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

W. H.
Monte Ne, Ark., July 28
(Coin) ' Harvey, president of the
Ozark Trails Association, announced
today that the next Annual Convention
Association is set for
October 7th, 8th and 9th, to meet
at Pittsburg, Kansas. There are now
five thousand miles of Ozark Trails,
in six states, Missouri, Arkansas,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas and New
Mexico.
Pittsburg is well prepared
to take care of the convention and it
promises to be a great assemblage of
the good roads men of the southwest
interested in the Ozark Trails.

Milk will not burn if, before It Is
Into the saucepan,
the pan Is
rinsed witb cold water.

Women are smoking choice Cuban
cigars in England and soma have
even commenced the use of pipes. Tobacconists say that women are now
the heaviest users of cigarets.

put

of-th-

To have only a delicate onion flavor In soups or salads, for example,
mince the vegetable fine and rinse In
Thirty-tw- o
languages, not includa cheese cloth held under hot running
ing English, are spoken in New York
water.
City.
Black lace gets rusty If kept In a
closed box, but the color can be reAn English paper mill once turned
vived with cold tea, then tbe stiffness
out
a roll of paper 100 miles long
restored with gum arable dissolved In
a break.
without
little water.
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A sunbeam
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Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

A protracted meeting will begin at
St. Vrain Aug. 1st. The preaching
will be done by Rev. Albert F.
an evangelist of the Southern
Baptist Home Board, and he is a
grand son of R. C. Buckner of Dallas.
We are expecting the Lord to do
great things through this man. Every
one it cordially invited.
W. H. GILES, Pastor.

ex-se-

GRANDMOTHER

! ne Eissex

REVIVAL AT ST. VRAIN

from the sky of Life
became lost on the Islund of Love.
Ho wandered hither an thither trying to find his brothers and sisters,
until at lant becoming wenry with
the quest, he sat down to rest in the
heart of a woman, and while there
his cousin, The Child of Wisdom, and
his niece, the Daughter of Sacrifice,
came that way and the threo fell
asleep. The woman found them and
tried to imprison them. Tho sunbeam in trying to eacupe got as far as
the eyes of the womnn, while the
Duughter of Sacrifice wont into her
hnnds. Tho Child of Wisdom, seeing
no hope for escnpe rests tn this day
in her heart.
Wherever vou find ih
woman you can see the sunbeam
from the Isle of Love as he looks
from his prison in "her eyes; you can
feel in her dear hands the spirit of
the Daughter of Sacrifice, and by her
words you will know they are prompted by the Child of Wisdom in her
heart. We children call her "Grandmother," but the angles have named

Without special equipment or grooming tluwe
ears-m- any
of them touching their wheels to the J
public highways for tho first time, otners mat nau
given service in the hands of owners up to as high as
38,000 miles went forth and stood tho most severe
testa possible to devise. And they made Essex week
her "Comrade."
a period of truly great achievement.
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Happy, healthy children kne to romp and play.
When unfavorable weather confines them in-

1

doors, how their active little feet are wont to raise
the germ la Jen dust particles from rats and floor
coverings.
.Guard the kiddles' health w'uh the America. It
gets all the dust and deeply embedded dirt.
AmtrUa exclusive features provide ev;ry coneven in
venience for cleaning everywhere
b::.A oaiua. Iisfi'ction driven
corners and
brus-picks u! .ii tiirtfaib and lint and freshens
floor coverings by
billing the nap-- both
ways.
Cmrvemtnt
Aik lor hams r!:"it:strutiM. f.'t
mor.:kly paynitHU if yuuvuh. xw. )'"'
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Come
::

and sec for yourself what the Essex can

do.

It may be true, as Mr. Bryan says,
that John Barleycorn io in his coffin,
but there seems to be a leak In the
coffini

I GIovisUudson -EssoxAgonGy
204

North Mala Street

Columbia Record.

'

In Russia the brotherhood of man
seems to be working out In about the
sy t does, Jn tvery family
where there, am four boys who all
want the fliwer on Sundav nieht

"

'(Philadelphia Inquirer.,,.

Nunn Electric Co.
of Clovis

i?"

i

...
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leader who has boya interested in thi
work should be getting busy.
There will be one judging team and
one demonstration team from New
Mexico go to the Denver Show, Any
club boy or girl is eligible to enter in
contest for any of these places.
Every member who expects to attend encampment and receive credit
for the year's achievement must complete the work and send in hit record
and story of his work at least ten
days before encampment date.
Mr. Foster has big plana for the
next year in club work for the state
and there is no doubt that if the tin
campment program can be carried
out as he has planned it that another
results
scarcely
year will show
dreamed of two years ago.

(Fip

In 8 Days

YOUNGEST VICE PRESIDENT
WAS BRECKENRIDGE

That's the Way It's Going

Franklin D. Roosevelt, democratic
was
candidate for vice president,
asked whether if elected at 38, he
would be the youngest vice president
of the United States. He did not
know bi't hoped that some of his
friends would look the matter uo,
John Cubel Brcckenfidgo was elected
vice president on the democratic tick-etwith James Buchanan in 1856,
He assumed office March 4, 1857,
when he was 36 years, 1 month and
4 duys old.
When Brcckenridge
ompli'tcd his term he was candidate
for president as representative of the
lave holding interests, but was de
feated by Lincoln. The same year
he was elected to the United States
senate, but soon afterward joined
the Cor.fcflurate army. From January
to April 1865, he was secretary of
war in the cabinet of Jeff Davis. He
died in Lexington, Ky., May 17, 1875.
New York Times.

the 19th the Rodes Addition to Clovis was first offered for
sale in five and ten acre tracts. On the 27th there had been more
than 257c of the addition sold in ten acre tracts to good men who
will build nice homes which will mean 16 nice homes On this
On

a

160 acres of land.

10.00
m

Firee

We want an appropriate name for this addition and will give
ten dollars to the party submitting a name that will be accepted.
Names to be mailed to Chas. E. Dennis not later than August 3rd.
Name to be selected by A. J. Rodes, Cash Ramey, and Chas. E.
Dennis on night of August 3rd, and the ten dollars paid to the
party who submitted the name selected on the next day.
This addition is going and parties wanting a nice home
must act quickly.

(.

0m

ENTERTAIN IN HONON OF
VISITORS FROM CORSICANA
Mr. Ovid Jernigan very Informally
entertained Wednesday evening in
honor of Misses Elsie and Josephine
Garner of Corsicana, Texas, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Jerni
gan. The merry hours passed only
too quickly for those present and at
the close of the evening refreshments

,

buy your auto wipplics of us. Play safe and lot
us attend to your repair work. Take Mr. Dollar
Bill's advice and 'get aequaintcd with this shop.
Demonstrate to your own satisfaction that your car's
health and life will be improved if you have us care
for it
THE SHOP THAT GIVES Y&UR DOLLAR A
LONG RIDE
ai-.d

MOTOR INN
113 W. Otero Ave.

Phone 56

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners of America
Meets every Friday night in Woodman Hall !n McFarlin Bldg.
We have experienci'd men who put out satisfactory work. When
in need of some work done call some of our officers, and we will be
glad to help you out of your trouble.
The following contraitora use union men and are fair to us.

J. W. MORDECAI, JOHN COMER, FINLEY

SONS, S. E. ALLEN, W. F. WEST & CO., ROY
BAY, L T. JAMISON, and WALKER & CO.
&

'5

were served.
Those invited were) Misses Kath- een Love, Jane Hamilton, Maurine
Riee and Messrs. Chas. Stine, Lionel
Johnson, Paul Moore cf El Paso and
Sam Shaw.

A. J. ROD

m

PLAY SAFE

L

L.

Sec,

KYLE, Rec.

W. C. LYLE. P

.

Box 86

R. E. BOUCHELLE F. See.

I

If its news The News wants

it,

The News gives all the news and ia only $1.60 per year.

J. D. Hopper's flock.in the Moydl prove to be the most effective propdistrict has totaled just an even hun- aganda for ciub work that can be
offered.
dred dollars for the season.
Mrs.

Boys' and Girls'

-

Club Corner

By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader

J

i

I

The Moye livestock clubs enter-

tained the county club visitors July
20th with a club lunch. One of the
most interesting demonstrations dur-

the day was the exhibit of wild
jrrasses that the boys and girls col
lected in the school yard. They succeeded in gathering eleven different
kinds which Mr. Foster, state leader,
Arranged as a standard exhibit.
There will be a prize for the bat
collection of wild grasses at the October fair and the time to secure your
collection Is right now when the
grasses are in bloom and seeding.

ing

The sales for setting

eggs from

GASOLINE

35c

The picnic at the Locust Grove
school house on July 23rd was one
of the club events of the season. A
goodly number of parents in the com
munity were present accompanied by
lunch baskets that were fairly bursting with eats fried chicken, salads,
pickles, cakes, pies oh, these bas
ket dinners!
The Texico cooking club girls were
present and Mrs. Randol brought two
nests from Houston. Texas.
One of the best numbers on the
program was a poultry demonstration by the Big Red Poultry Club.
The members of the team, Herman
Moore, Vada Moore and Agnee La
Duke demonstrated "setting the hen"
which aet forth the club method of
preparing the nest, selecting the eggs,
and dusting the' hen. There must
be more of such work for it will

FEB GALLON

CIO
Our retreading is done with the finest of materials, expert skill and with the latest modern equipmentper the above don't throw away your old
casings see us first lot us inspect and see if they
cannot be RETREADED.
Save money see us our charges are reasonable.
Gasoline and Oils

SLOAN & GRAHAM
PHONE 63
FREE SERVICE CAR
The Shop That's' on the Wrong Street

Master Richard Hunter of the Tex
ico poultry club lost all his chickens
but four in the last rain, so in order

There's no period of life fn which
the changes are so rapid, the stages so
interesting or the memory so well
worth keeping as the period of child-

to complete his year's work and earn
the right to enjoy all the privileges
of encampment, Richard has taken
over the entire farm flack and will
keen a record with these. "Where
there is a will, there is a way."

hood.

There will be a broad gap in the
family picture record if you don't have
another picture of those growing

Howard LaDuke is working on
corn demonstration and reports that
his plot is "in the ilk."
4

youngsters soon.

The Sunshine Cooking Club of
Texico met with their leader, Miss
Ophelia Hutchins last Thursday. All
but three members were present.
Miss Hutchins won first place in the
state last year in cooking and she
is giving her girls all the encourage
ment and help that made for her
success last year. Texico seems
quite determined to keep the cup for
another year.

Keep the record in photographs

The Priscilla Sewing Club of the
Ranchvale district was given a picnic
at the home of Mrs. Charles Evans
The elub atWednesday, July 28th.
tended the poultry culling demonstra
tion that Prof. Thompson gave at
the Arthur Reid farm in the morning.
The afternoon was spent in making
club garments under the direction
of liieir leader, Miss Ethel Bell.
There will be a general club
for all Ranchvale club members
at the school house Friday afternoon,
Do not fail to bring your record
books so that the leader may go over
them with you.
The Pleasant Hill clubs have a club
house. They have taken over the
dormitory and held their first meet
ing there the 21st. Miss Irene
(state champion in canning) is
taking the place of Mrs. Greer who
has been leading the clubs this summer but will be leaving soon. Rufus
Greer, one of the boys in the cooking club, demonstrated frying young
rabbit and making cream gravy and
the girls' team baked muffins so they
had "some" spread.

.

Points emphasized in the "leader
conference" July 2 i
New Mexico will tend one stock
Judging teant to the International
Stock Show, Chicago. Every local
20-2-

SHOP
THE ROBINSON ART
IWn,'
'

,

119

"The Photographer in Your

East Monroe Avenue

Phone 145

--
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LOCAL MENTION

'

Evenlu.lly
Blackmore-Zerwe-

me. race

.1

Wh, Not Now?
Insurance.

Co.

r

Mis Lota Smith of Portales was in
Clovis Sunday, being a guest at the
wedding.
Rciff-Austi-

n

W. T. Jacknuin anil fnmilv nml
:i
4Juinvr aim tuiiuiy
win luuve nexv
week for a trip to the mountains.

Saturday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hart left the
.week for a visit with
relatives and friends at Breckenridge,
Texas.

July 31, August 2, 3 and 4

A
n.

1)

l

:

i

first of the

BlMJG
MfflGHT
M an All STAR.

CAST including

Capital Peaches, per gallon
90c
Capital, Plums, per gallon
$1.00
Capital Cherries, per gallon
$1.00 '
1 1 illsdale JO rated Pineapple
Prunes, large size, cooked ready to serve, gal $1.25
Fresh fruits are almost impossible to get, and
our prices on gallon fruits are much better than we
can offer this fall.
$1.85
Sour Pickles, per gallon can $1.35
Pill Pickles, per gallon can
$1.50
gallon
can
Sweet Pickles, per
gallon
lllue Karo, per
r 95c
$1.75
gallon
H
Sorghum,
per
Q
liar
$3.75
Texas comb honey, per gallon
$2.75 New Mexico extracted honey, per gallon
$1.75
Hex Jelly, No. 10 pail
$1.00
Nice white California potatoes, 141b for
$7.00
1001b
for
Nice white California potatoes,
$6.85
1001b
Moses Best Flour, per
$3.50
481b
for
Moses Best Flour,
$2.75
101b
box
Extra fancy Peaches,
251h
box
Choice Peaches,
$6.25
Choice Prunes, 251b box -- --- $6.00
:i Crown Raisins, 25 tb box
20 bars of White Eagle soap
$1.00
25 bars Wood Chuck soap
'
65c
10 bars of Clean Easy soap for
$2.15
Crisco, Gib pail for
$1-0-

Mfs. J. R. Haney and children of
Colorado, Springs, Colo., are here
this week visiting rclutives. Dr. and
Mar. Haney formerly lived in Clovis,
having moved from here to Colorado
Springs about three years ago.
New, modem, plastered and
home in Liebelt Addition,
lot and half, south front, $3,600
$000 cash balance like .rent. Baker
Bros. Agency, Inc.
ltc

MITCHELL

Dr. A. Davis of Bernalillo is here

for a visit at the home of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Davis who live on
North Mitchell Street. Dr. Davis for
merly lived in this county, being one
of the early settlers at Texico.

LEWIS
novel of the

Rev. Ted P. Halifeld of Canyon,
is now holding a revival at Tcxico- Farwell. Mr. H oilfield has visited in

by

JACIC

Clovis several times while he has been
there and Mm Holifield and daughter have been spending the week here
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Welch.

LONDON
Produced ky
CE.5HUKTLEFF-ln-

die Itnin

L

One of the best improved farms in
Curry County, .four and
f
1D0 acres extra
miles from Clovis.
good crop. We sold a farm recently
near this for $75 per acre. We can
sell this one for $40 per ecre, includ
ing the crop. Easy terms. BAKER
BROS. AGENCY, Inc.
ltc
one-hal-

c

directed by
HJWAEDSL0J4AN
Also

.

-

$6-2-

$1-0-

Tlayer Rons! Player Rolls!
Latest Hits.
Assortment

SATURDAY NIGHT
July 31st
TRY TO GET IN

EVERYTHING

MUSICAL

EventuallyWhy
r

Dr. J. W. Hale of Grady was In
Clovis Wednesday.

from

Miss Peggie' Mansfield, of Texico,
visited friends in Clovis this week.

Rnwleigh's products.
Tutu, Agent.
Use

-

IN HEART OF WILD CAT
OIL TERRITORY
This farm in :.r miles west of Clovis on state highway,

1120 ACRE STOCK FARM

25

lG-o-

right
Pride brand Jellies in No.

2 tins, per can
Buy jelly in tin as it is much cheaper than
;
packed in glaBS jars, and just as. good.
pineapple.
6 large cans Silver Bar sliced
L
6 cans No. 2 Cold Bar sliced pineapple
.1
pineapple
sliced
1
Bar
Gold
No.
6
cans

WANTED
News Office.

W. C.

Clean coUon Tags at

W. W. Hungate of Pleasant
was a Clovis visitor Wednesday.

ANOTHER

Miss Claudia Ritter
first of the week from

CAR OF TEXAS WATERMELONS
JUST UNLOADED

Main Street Store

Summer Hats for All; Tastes

...i.t--

mM

will return the
a vacation trip

to Louisville, Texas.
E. L. McCauley returned the first
of the week from a business trip to
points in central west Texas.

the News
miles from Tolar post office, and two miles from railway Thi. MibecriDtian orice of Sept.
ltf.
will be $2.00 per year after
shipping point.
Renew your subscription during me
160 acres choice level wheat land, 250 acres good level next thirty days at the old rate of
valley corn land, halance rolling but could be cultivated, $1.50 per year.
all good grass land, liaised good crops during the dry
years of 1917 and 1918. Ootul for raising com, kaffir, Mrs. W. H. Collins entertained at
evening
maize, wheat, broom corn, beans, peanuts, watermelons seven o'clock dinner Monday Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Stuart,
and fruits.
Mrs. Earl Cassel, Rev. C. D. Poston,
calf of Almn, Michigan, and Harry K.
JHiO acres has
fence; 80 acres is
acre chicken wire Shields of Glcndora, California.
field, one-hapasture, 12 acre
house, II good shacks 10x12
garden, lias good three-rooto the
Renew your subscription
feet, one barn 14x40 feet, half dugout 14x22 feet, incubator
on
Sept.
advance
the
before
News
cellar HxlO feet. ii on barn 10x40 feet, board feed lot,
'
After that (lute all subscrptious
lt.
board hor?
ire cow lot.
will be $2.00 per yenp with subscripflood - ..ot. well, windmill and tank, sufficient to tions payable strictly In advance.
water l.r)0 head of stock.
Mr. and Mrs Ji Ponnis entertain40 acres of tlie 1(0 acre tract of wheat land is under
Tuesday
ed
at six o'clock,
fence.
cultivation, under
D. i'oston of Alma,
C.
Rev.
evening
The altitude at this place is over 4,000 feet and is a Michigan, Harry K. Shields of Glenvery healthful section no chills or fever. Climate cures dora, California, and Mis. W. H.
( ollws.
asthma and helps tuberculosis.
This is a good lazy man's proposition. High grade HereRenew your subscription to the
ford cattle without any farming will make the owner from
before the advance on Sept.
News
.$.1,000 to (i,000 per year. Or if he will handle dairy cows,
1st. After that date all Bubscrptions
and farm KiO acres of wheat, 240 acres will be $2.00 per year with subscriphogs and
corn or row crops, may make $20,000 per year. One tions payable strictly in advance.
neighbor who is too proud to work is making $2,500 per
Hollunj, Demoyear on 800 acres. Another man adjoining this place is J. W. MunningforofCounty
Commiscratic nominee
sheep.
on
year
$:U),(XX)
net
to
per
making $20,0(X)
in Clovis Wednesday. Mr.
sioner,
was
"
If you buy from me will pay your railroad fare out Manning says that wheat is turning
here and return home.
out, much better than was expected
acre.
in his neighborhood.
per
$12.50
for
Willed,

The Kentucky Iron Works,
and gei.eral repair work.
cylWe make a specialty of
inders ant! lathe work.

7

lf

m

Mr. W. M. Ford, head bookkeeper
in the First National Bank, purchased
Land Co.
through Reagan-Doughto- n

County wheat
He

320 acres of Curry
land this week.

Mrs. J. B. Jordan and children returned to their home In Fort Worth,
Tcxns, this morning after a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Carmack and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller of Clovis.

-

v

.

v
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ONE OIL WELL IS DRILLING 5 MILES NORTHWEST AND ANOTHER 12 MILES SOUTH."
Also have an additional (40 acre grazing lease with
good well making a total of 1760 acres.
!

F. W. FLOW, Owner
OWNER, AT MORGAN HOTEL
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

$2.80
$2.35
$1.45

Hill

C. C. Baker of Little Rock, Ark.,
will arrive next week far a vis in
Clovis.

chu-ken-

.65c

jellies

--

and

Not Now?
Co. Abstracts

John F. Smithson was in
Grady Sunday and Monday.

-

0

Grand Avenue Store

Blackmore-Zerwe-

FOR

5

.."-lr.$2.-

The Price Is The Thing
Phones 45,49 and 52

Big

Croft Music Gq.

$2.50
Cottolene, 81b pail for
81b
-- .$2.50
pail for
Snow Drift,
$2.00
Cudahy White Ribbon, 81b for
dozen
per
.$1.80
Red Belt Com,
$2.00
Lakewood Tomatoes No. 2. per doz.
doz.
No.
per
3,
Tomatoes,
..$2.75
Q.
B.
Bar
$1.80
Van Camps Hominy, per doz.
$2.75
Pink Salmon, per doz.
Empson cut string beans, per doz.
1
$2.40
Monarch Pork & Beans, per doz
$2.00
z
doz
&
can,
Beans,
Del Monte Pork
them.
Try
in.
New pack Monarch Peas now
Also have imported peas, large shipment of Beechnut Jellies, Preserves, Jams, (linger Ale, Katsup,
Chilli Sauce, etc., just received. Everyone knows the
- qualities of this line of goods.
Pride brand Strawberry and Apple Jam, gal..$3.00
This is a quality piece of goods and the price is

A.B. Austin & Company, Inc.

FOR SALE 5 room modern bun
galow, C20 North Axtel St., pebble,
(lushed, shade trees, sidewalks, chirk'
en and coal house, garage. M. W
Tag'., owner.
Up

Two Reel
Sunshine Comedy

0

One of the best improved farms in
Curry County, four and
150 acres extra
mllei from Clovis.
good crop. We sold a farm recently
near this for $75 per acre. We can
sell this one for $40 per'acre, including the crop. Easy terms. BAKER
BROS. AGENCY, Inc.
ltc
one-ha-

Humphrey

lf

We want to soil your farm; if you
cave to sell. List with us now. We

have buyers coming and haven't
enough bargains for them nil.
Land Co.
W. H.. Duckworth, proprietor of
the Elite Confectionery, says the installation of the new fixtures will
of next
be completed by flic '
week.
Messrs, Bickley
week got a birds-ey- e

and Fry or last
view of Curry
County roads und saw hundreds and
hundreds of trucks heavily loaded
with wheat hurrying to Clovis. These
gentlemen then hurried to the office
n
of
Land Co. and
purchased 820 acre of Curry County wheat land.
ltc
Reagnn-Doughto-

T. J. White who' has recently purchased the Keithly Grocery on 5rand
Avenue will move to Clovis from
Glntier, Texas, about the last of this
week.
Mr. White will move a stock
of general merchandise from that
place and consolidate it with his Clovis store.
,

& Cox Dairy Humphrey & Cox Dairy

QUALITY MILK

PHONE 230 QUALITY MILK

.

PHONE 230

IS everyone to her taste
f THnery;
fuslilon Is

j

:

In milwhite silk ami wool yuri.'s uuO tw3
roses made of yarn. A small hnt of
for
lured this way ami thnt by lovely
similar character, to be worn wltb all
lints of all description. Speak- sorts of dresses' appears with round
Is
more crown and upturned brim made of
ing generally, hcmlwenr
trimmed tint n for many summers, tint soft rough braid. Little garden roses
there are so ninny exceptions to this are banked agalimt the brim and
thnt the devotee of plain lints will not veiled with mullnea having rows of
find her choice peculiar. There are lirnld stitched on. A twist of velvet
ribbon completes' It.
ninny hats that have uo trimming except a twisted hand of velvet ribbon
MMvuiiiincr translated Into millinery
about the crown or an embroidered compels us to admire the designers art
motif, on brim or crown, or a single In Hi. lovely hnt of georgette wltb.
large ornament of Jet or composition
roses ad grapes posed on the crown.
placed In lonely and conopleiious state It has a facing of Ogured chiffon and
on the hat shape. The simpler models lung ties of 'narrow black velvet ribHut bon. Its com pnn on Is one of those
have a steadfast following.
whether hats are simply or eluborntely well beloved,
black hats
trimmed, their mnklng Is rarely simple. thnt throw a protecting shadow over
handmade-hatIs
a demand for
There
the fa.;. Wide moire ribbon wltb
which require delicate and pre
becoming finish
pntln edge nmkes
else needlework.
for the brim edge and narrow rib
Just now navy blue hats In silk bon furnishes a tnsb about tbe crown.
(both tuff el n and georgette) are making their annual appearance for midsummer wear. Often iliey, are faced
wltb a pliant white btraw facing aud
this year finds them beautifully decorated with white yarn, used for embroidering thein and In separate ornaGray Popular Color.
ments. Sometimes an entire brim la
Oray Is the predominating color' IS
made of the yarn woven over wire.
A lovely example Is shown In the
the new tailored suits from Parta.
picture above, made of navy bine Taf- Thee milts pave plaited skirts, whlca
feta with embroidery on tbe crown U are geuerally tea IncbM frcniHlie fleor.

1

-
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CALL FOR

'

STIIjJlliTI

A state democratic convention is
hereby called to be held in the opera

house in the city of Las Vegas, New
Mexico, on the 24th day of August,
1920, at 2 o'clock n the afternoon
of said day for the purpose of placing
in nomination candidates for the fal
lowing offices:
Three candidates for presidential

electors.
for representative

One candidate
h
in the
United States:

congress of the

sixty-sevent-

And candidate!! for the following

state offices:
Governor.
Lieutenant Governor.
Justice of Supreme Court.
Commissioner of public lands.
Member of state corporation com'
juision.
Secretary of State.
State Treasurer.
State Auditor.
Attorney General.
Superintendent of Public InstniC'

tion.
The chairman of the county cen
tral committee of each county in the
state is hereby authorized and re
quested to promptly call a county
convention or arrange for a primary
election in his county, for the purpose
of selecting delegates to the state
convention in which the representa
tion of the several counties will be
as follows:
Bernalillo .
...83
Chaves .
.
..20
Colfax
23

Curry

r

De Baca
TonH Ana
Eddy

.

.

.

.....13

PREPOSTEROUS
(From the Birmingham

12 derstands
9

San Juan
6an Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra .

--

-.9

.

Union .
Valencia

Age-Heral-

not promoting a stock selling

The company propose to ship the
crude oil here from the nearest producing field, refine it and distribute
the product to the Panhandle and
Eastern Niw Mexico, udng trucks as
the principal means of transportation.
The people behind the project are
men of considerable means and come
very highly recommended. They are

sition, However, it is understood
that a person re.vj purchase stack in,
the concern if ho so desire.
The refineries are built In units of
500 barrel per day capacity.
The
first unit is to be put in operation at
the earliest possible moment, and the
second unit to be built as the demand for the product
seem to
Justify. ,..
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Since I am arranging for a home in Clovis, and need the money at this time; and since I feel that
an auction sale is a safe and sane way to sell land; and owing to the excellent farm I am offering on such
liberal terms; I feel that the prospective land buyers will take advantage of this sale and be on hand.
Hence

I

am billing my sale to start at 11 o'clock a.m.
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The sale will be held on the farm which is located 27 miles north and 2 miles west of Clovis, N. M.,
and 3 miles east and 3 miles south of Grady, and about 8 miles west of Hollene.
This farm is located in the wheat belt of Curry County and is all tillable land that will raise good
wheat, oats, corn, kaffir, maize, feterita, higari, sudan grass, rye, beans, potatoes, and in fact a good average farm for this country and all lies together. Some of the land is not fenced but there is enough wire
and posts on the farm to fence and cross fence it. Has four-roohouse, bams and sheds, an extra good
well, windmill and concrete stock tank. Has a young orchard and the garden is located on lower ground

.

I

.

1.

a woman would want to

If its news The News wants
28
18 Phone us. No. 97.
8
17
11
12
28

.

6

448
Precinct chairmen are requested to
invite all persons of legal voting age
who may wish to support the prin
ciples of the democratic party, re
gardless of past party affiliations to
take part In such primaries. Women
delegates may be elected to county
and state conventions.
The credentials of all deleeates to
aid state conventions and any notice
of contest should be in the hands of
the secretary of the democratic state
central comittee at Las Vegas, New

ss

"I.

McBride Studio
2203s W. Grand
Oklahoma City

than the well so it may be irrigated. Farm is .on mail line and school truck comes by for children. There
is about 150 acres in cultivation. 30 acres of wheat being harvested; about 120 acres is in corn, maize,
of all row crops on old land goes with farm. Possession given January
kaffir and beans.
1st next. 160 acre lease joins that may be turned to purchaser. This farm is known as the "Fatty
Cox" farm and this sale should interest a large number of people.
One-thir-

d

There is a good road, to Clovis being graded nearly all the way and no sand. All water in this
country comes from deep wells and is 98 pure. The altitude is 4200 feet, being an excellent climate
for tuberculars and others troubled with diseases of the throat and lungs. The nights are cool Clovis
is a good market and railroad center, being a city of 6,500 population and having a Santa Fe pay roll
(including recent raise) of $150,000 monthly
Six miles northwest is Grady with good high' school employing 3 or 7 teachers; has two churches,
several general stores, garage, hotel, restaurant, bank, real estate dealers officer, Doctor's office, etc.
Wheat is making as high as 40 bushels to the acre this year and is testing as high as 65 pounds to
the bushel. Oats have been known to run close to 100 bushels and last year wheat went as high as 52
bushels to the acre.
This is a good level farming and stock raising country, and there is much hopes of getting a
road through this part of the country before very long.
This is a good opportunity to buy a good farm at your own price.

worh,

rail-

LUNCH AT NOON

ting tools worth buying, get them from us
and you will be proud
of your purchase. In
addition to the tools,
you most lihely will
need other things in
the hardware line.

equity in 2 years at & interest, or 5 discount for all
over $3,000 of my equity paid in cash.; there being $3,300 that may be carried for a longer period. First
payment to be made August 1st, 1921.
TERMS:

$3,000 cash and balance of my

TEN DOLLARS FREE There will be $10 actually given away at the sale. There will be $10 in
nickels, dimes and quarters thrown promiscuously at the crowd. Bring your family and friends.
DON'T FORGET. THE DATE WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4th 640 ACRES.
$100.00 cash up in the hands of the clerk is my guarantee that land will really sell without
reserve. W. E. Shue.

We have locks,
doorhnobs, riinges,

brachets, nails end
everything you will
want

0311

HARDWARE THAT STANDS HARD WEAR
AT PRICES THAT STAND COMPARISON
ne

t
I

be sure of get-

Roberts-Dearbor-

n

PROMPT DELIVERY

tools are expensive at any price.
They last only a short time and
first-cla-

"

'"V

Films dev. at 15c per roll.
Pecks dev. at 25c per pack.
Post card finished at 6c each.
No. 3 Brownie fin. at 5c each.
No.2-Brownie fin. at 5c each.
No. 2 Brownie fin. at 4c each.
Vest Pocket fin. at 4c each.

No matter what you intend to
build whether It's a house, bora or
merely a shelf In the pantry you
have to have tools.' And the better
the tools, the better the job. Poor
never do

it

Kodak Finishing f

m
Going to Build

:

a

ll

point

marry her, do you?"

ToUl

To

"
-

across the' Santa Fe tracks north of
the Western Tire Mfg. Co', plant
been secured on which the refinery
will be built.
Several propositions from as many
towns in Eastern New Mexico
erc
under consideration by the Company,
but Te
won Over all competitors on account of the low freight
rote from the producing oil fields and
its strategic postticn as a distributing

iq think that you have come to this."
"What's the matter, father?"
18
"Yon don't suppose a man who un24

Juay .
Ria Arriba
Roosevelt .
Sandoval .

Socorro

Scott Sccord says he has a curiosity at his home up the Pala Duro
in the way of a turkey nobbier. This
old Tom recently drove
setting hen
from the nest, drove the hen away
and took her place. Sarman Reporter.
Respectfully
submitted
to the
South Plains editors who have frogs
that sing with Mclba's sweetness,
hogs that have horns on their feet
for fighting coyotes, and fish that
are cquipt with legs so they can trek
from one water hole to another in
the dry seasons. If you have anything better to add to nature's laboratory show it. If not we claim the
honor for Spearman's turkey. Canadian (Texas) Record.

"Father, at last I have found a
14
9 man who understands me."
"My daughter, mv dauorhtnr! T
2

.

STATE LINE CITY TO
HAVE OIL REFINERY
(Farwell Tribune)
The Magna Oil Company, incorporated under the laws of New Mex
ico, with general offices nt Roswell.
New Mexico, will begin the erection
of a 500 barrel capacity refinery here
as soon as material can be olaced on
the ground.
Twenty-fiv- e
acres of land located

A FREAK TURKEY

7

.

Taos
Torrance

ct

9

McKinley

mora
Otero

g
14
13
24
13

.

Lincoln

Luna

.ig

.

Guadalupe
Hidalgo .

Lea

.

.

Grant

the 21st day of
August, 1920.
Proxies of delegates to the state
convention will not be recognised except when held by persons who are
residents f the county from which
the delegate-elewas chosen.
Further, a meeting of the demoIs
cratic state central
committee
hereby called to meet in the city of
Las Vegas, New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
in the afternoon of the 23rd day of
August, 1920, for the purpose of preparing the temporary roll call of the
convention and the hearing of contests if any exist, and for the transaction of such other business as may
be properly considered by the said
committee. It is urgently requested
that every member of the state democratic central committee be present
at the meeting.
By order of tho
STATE DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL
-- COMMITTEE
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Chairman.
BYRON O. BE ALL,
Secretary.
Mexico, on or before

DEMOTIC

Hardware Co.

"YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT"- -

ERLE E. FORBES, Auctioneer

by-bi- d

or

E,
C.

W. HARRISON, Clerk
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4

Veterinarian.
Weft Otero Street. '
Clorls, N.
lliooe 45.

.

4

GAINED 36 POUNDS

200

M.

44

was so Run

down from

CHILLS AND INDIGESTION HE
'COULDN'T WORKi FEELS FINE

Dr J. B. Westerfield"

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

HOGS FOR PROFIT

TOPEKAMANHAS

THOMAS W. JONES

NOW.

4
Physician and Surgeon.
"I don't believe any one haa any
Office over First National Bank
Resldehcs 209 4 more mason ta praise Tanlac than I
OUlce Phone 231.
huve, for since taking it I have been
entirely relieved of all my troubles,
44
and hava (rained thirty-si- x
pounds in
X
4 weight," Riiid E. W. Jones, 422 East
DR. C 0. WARR1NER
4 Gordon Street, Topeka, Kans.
CHIROPRACTOR
4
"For the past three years I had
4
113 South Main St.
suffered terribly from Indigestion,
101
PHONE
.
4
biliousness and chills. I had an ex
tremely poor appetite and what little
I did eat soured on my stomach, gas
44
would form and press up against my
heart until I could hardly breathe,
dr. c. McClelland
and many times I had to stop and He
Phyticlaa and Bargees
down, no matter where I was, until
Office over Dcnhof Jew. Cc.
I' could get my breath. I had terResidence, 914 N. Main St.
rible diszy spells, when I would have
. CLOVIS, N. M.
to grab hold of something to keep
from fating. I lost a great deal of
4
weight and finally became to Wjeak
and run down I had to lay off from
work most of the time. I tried all
DR. L. M. BICCS 4 kinds of treatments and medicines,
4 but nothing ever did me any good un'VeLrtnary Surgaoa
4
Phone 831
i
til I began taktng Tanlac..
4
ClovU, New Mtxlco
"I commenced to improve on the
first battle of Tanlac, and as I con
tinued taking It I continued to get
better until toduy I am, in perfect
44
health. I have a splendid appetite,
NOTICE TO ALL
eat just anything I want and every,
PRATORIANS
,
thing agrees with me perfectly, and
You will ploaae pay your duei
I never have a sign of gas or any
H.
Carlisle,
E.
to
in the future
difficulty in breathing. 1 am never
Recorder, at CldVii National
bilioua any more and have stopped
Bank.
having chills. I haven't had a dizzy
'
H. E. Carlisle, Recorder
spell since I started taking Tanlac
and have regained my sctrongth so
4
that I can ',ark hard every day with.
DR. H. B. GIBSON
out a bit of trouble. In fact, Tanlac
OSTEOPATH
has just set me straight in every way,
acuta
and
both
diseases,
Treat all
and I am always glad to recommend
Of Ilea in .New Tlla 4
chronic.
It to others."
building on ctiticr north of Flra
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by City
Statin aud east of Lyceum
Drug Co., in Toxica by Red Cross
tbeutre.
Pharmucy, and in Melrose by Irwin
Office phono 3H3. Residence 300. 4
Tool.
(Advertisement)
4 ft

.4

l.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
July 14, 1920.
Notice Is hereby given that George
W. Landers, of Texico, N., M., who,
on Sept. 10th, 1913, made homestead
ntry- - No. 010891, for Lot 4, Sec. 27,
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Section 34, Township
I M,, Range 37, E., N. M. f. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three-Yea- r
proof to establish claim to tho land above de
scribed, before Probate Judge of
Curry County, at Clovis, N. M., on
the 19th day of August, 1920.
names as witnesses:
Claimant
Richard C. Hopping of Littlefield,
Texas, Henry C. Foster of Texico, N
M., William F. Newton, of Texico N.
M. and John J. DeOliveria of Farwell,
Texas.
W. R. McGILL, Register
declared
clothing,

Farmers who are not raising hogs
are overlooking one of their best pay
ing "cropa."
Even when handled
only as a side line' swine breeding
pays more, and quicker than any
other stock.
We have the. climate
and pasturage conditions here in the
southwest that are Ideal.. Pork is
high and will in all probability continue so as the supply of meat is
growing' smaller every year. When
one starts with well bred stock there
is the added revenue from the sale of
breeding stock.
It has been definitely proven (hat the pure bred hog
will put on more weight and make
more gain than the mongrel.
The
pure bred pays and pays all round.
Plan to buy a few pure bred sows
and cash in on high price pork.

It has bean judiciously
that woolen cloth is not
which is as simplb as the fact that
very little clothing is woolen cloth.
Philadelphia Press.' '
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
COST $537,000 LAST

YAR

455,-130,4-

Tha feature 6f prime Importance
of a MONUMENT is
the quality of marble or granite
this should be of the highest grade if
the memorial ia to be lasting.
we
The quality of monument
make, in this respect, will stand every
test known it ia as high and as ex
cellent as we can posibly obtain.
This feature plus designng, perfect
letterng and moderate prices should
cause you to place the order with us.
A card will bring full information.

$133,000.00

A Strong Bank In a Growing Town

"M44444444444444444444444444444"r444444444
444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

The News gives all the news and is only $1.60 per year.

Co.

by the Cramer Mill and
right here in Clovis.

El-

Buy your Sunlight Flour now for two or three
mouths ahead as it is now manufactured out of old
wheat and the grade is Al.
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT

Cramer Mill

&

Elevators Company

CLOVIS, N. M.

Jbquip Your Small Car

With Goo dy ear Tires
Goodyear Tires in the 30x3, 30x3!2-an- d
31x4'inch sizes are manufactured
with characteristic Goodyear care to
build high relative value into every
carcass and tread, .
Last year more cars taking these sizes,
with Goodwere factory-equippe- d

year Tires than with any other kind.

In order to make these tires widely
available to users of such cars, we are

444444

n

One thing ln favor of Mr. Debs

for President is that, his travelling
expanses are expected to be light for
several

years.

Louisville

0gg& Boss Cafe
Open All Night

I

4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444-

operating the world's largest tire
factory devoted to these sizes.

If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Dort,
Maxwell or other car requiring one
of these sizes, go now to the nearest
Goodyear Service Station Dealer for
Goodyear Tires and Goodyear Heavy
Tourist Tubes.

ios-sib- le

Foster-Milbur-

I.

We invite your business upon the most favor- able terms consistent with prudent banking princi- pies.

ClovU, N. M.

1.4

(0

30 x VA Goodyear Doublt-Cur'7'150
Fabric All Weather Tread
30 x 3'A Goodyear Single. Curs $") 1 Crt
Tread,
Fabric,
d
a

AoU-SUi-

5
5

FARMERS STATE BANK OP CLOVIS

Buy Flour Now

in the purchase

Real Service!

!

-

It is manufactured

evators

Treasury Department
210 W. Grand
Office of Comptroller of tha'
Currency.
Washington, D. C, June 4th, 1920
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned, it has
been made to appear that "THE
FIRST
BANK OF
NATIONAL
GRADY" in th? town of Grady, In
the County of Curry and State of
New Mexica, has complied with all
the provisions of the Statutes of the
United States required' to bo com
plied with before an association shall
be authorized to
commence
the
business of bonking;
Now therefore I, Jonn dkiiioh Williams, Comptroller of the Currency,
do hereby certify that THE FIRST
NATIONAL, BANK OF GRADY, in
the town of Grady, in the County' of
Curry and Slate of New Mexico is
authorized to commence the business of banking as provided in section Fifty one hundred and sixty
nine of the Revised Statutes of the
United States.
In testimony whereaf witness my
hand and seal of office this 4th day
Lof June, 1920.
JNO. SK ELTON WILLIAMS
(Seal) Comptroller of the" Currency

Wahini?ton. D. C The cost of
publishing the Congressional Record,
the government publication recording
daily everything that is said and done
In Congress, as well as some things
outside, was $537,640 lost year
practically tho same as for 1918, but
about $300,000 less than the 1917
cost.
These figures were given recently
by Russell O. Beene, accountant at
the government printing office, In
answer to an Inquiry of Representative Magee of Now York, as to the
posMible saving that would result
from the discontinuance of tho rec
ord. Mr. Beene gave the cost far
1917 as $801,790.88 and for 1918 as
$537,640. '
Cornelius Ford, the public printer,
was asked for an explanation of the
high figure in 1917, but confessed hia
Ignorance unless It happened that
Congress "did more tnlklng" thnl
DR. T. E. PRESLEY
year. Mr. Ford said that in 1917,
and .Throat.
Congress was In session 250 days; In 4 Eva. Ear. Not
Roswell, N. M., will be in Clo- of
1918 307 days and in 1919, 279 days.
vis the llth of each month.
The printed pages in the Record
in
for those years were C"2,51 1,904
1917; 6l3,072,li87 in 1918; nnd
in 1919. The cut of paper
has increased grcnMv vil'.un the last
three years 1
ue of a lighter
and less exR'ii.,.o quality has helped
reduce the aggregate cost of the paper used. For 1019 the paper cost was
$130,000 aa compared with $1(12,000
in 1918 and $300,000 in 1917.
We are now feeding more
people thnn at any time we
A CLOVIS WOMANS EXPERIENCE
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There is s
Can you doubt the evidence of this
Clovis WomnnTv
reason for this. We are giving
moot.
our putrons tho very best
Read this:
service and plenty of good
Mrs. II. L. Warren, N. Thornton
to cat.
things
St., Box (1, Clovis, snys: There Is
nothing like Doan's Kidney Pills for
OPEN ALL NIGHT
all symptoms of kidney complaint.
Some timet ago my kidneys caused
new polWe have adopted
me a lot of annoyance. Right across
icy of keeping our restaurant
tho snutll of my back I had a heavy
open all night This will give
dull, dealing Jown pain that never
e. med to let up.. My kidneys were
the wheat haulers a chance to
bothering me at times and I was
get something to eat no matter
often troubled with dizzy spells, I
how lato they aro in getting in
found Immediate relief upon using
at night or how early they want
Donn'a Kidney Pills and about one
to get out ki tha morning.
box cured me.
10c, at all dealers.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
6

Capital, Surplus and Profits

SUNLIGHT FLOUR

MIS

Rapp Monument Co.

No. 11746

Clovis. New Mexico

-

'

m

4444

Clovls, New Mezlco.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

We want you to try

tt4

444444

-

7122i

GooJycar Heavy TourUt Tuba cost no more than the price
you are asked to pay fur tubes of 1cm merit why risk costly
casings when such sure protection Is available I $X50
'
T"
..
30 x 3 Vl sUe in wtttrfnof U.

J.:,
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The following article from the Albuquerque Morning Journal of Tuesday,
July 27th, shows that the Jordan is the car for you: ;

The Jordan Breaks Economy Records for Better Class Cars
Oho of the most remarkable economy tests
ever run lias just been finished by the distributors of the Jordan automobile.
This test, covering a "total of 12,"4G miles
average of 24.1 miles
showed a country-wid- e
or gallon. It was conducted for three days
cities covering the entire United
in twentv-si- x
--

'

States.

Iload conditions where this Jordan economy test was conducted varied greatly. In
some localities the weather was ideal. In other
places the cars ran through long stretches of
bad roads, faced strong head winds on open
highways or plowed through sand or ever
rocky, tortuous hills.

of the newspaper's editorial staff.
Careful check was kept on mileage and gas
consumption, with the. result that the remarkable country-wid- e
average of, 24.1 miles per
gallon was obtained.
The day of economy has dawned. Women
who fear the press of traffic in the crowded
centers of town and men who fret and fume
at the ever increasing cost of tires, as and
oil, are demanding ears that combine distinctiveness and reliability with economy.

.'

remarkable claims made by Jordan
owners of the economy and reliability of this
car, were almost incredulous. To verify these
claims of economy the Jordan distributors organized this gruelling test. Each of the thirty cars carried, al6ng with the driver, a disin- -'
ferested official observer, appointed by the
V leading local newspaper, as well as a member
.

Each was a stock car taken from the distributor's floorproperly ' adjusted and run
in the sanie way and under the same conditions that cars are driven by owners.
No one doubts today that the need of tho

The claims made by the owners that the
Jordan car is unusual in its economy, have

dehour is tike lightweight,
pendable, reliable automobile that has proven
its economy in actual operation.
well-balance-

been definitely established by this thorough
test made by the distributors.

d,

Today we recommend that you buy a Jordan and keep your car.
value of a motor car is the final test of survival for the manufacturer success for. the
You know, of course, in the last analysis that the second-han- d
dealer and satisfaction to the owner.
v
hundred pounds fourteen hundred forward and fourteen hundred astern.
The Jordan is superblv balanced weighing twenty-eigh- t
lightly
to
dispatches
the
the
day's
throttle
work with alacrity finds its place at the curb quickly responds instantly lo the
forward
springs
It
touch of a woman's hand, and brings you home at night gratified with a day of comfort and convenience.
One year ago Jordan announced th6 famous Playboy.
,

It's the Car of the Hour

Come in and See It

You will be pleased with our complete display of motor accessories, and our complete line of tires.
more miles for your money, and a complete line of HOWE TIRES, which cannot be surpassed.
Make our garage your motor headquarters.

113 West
Otero Avenue

LOCAL MENTION

Miss Edith Melton has returned
from Silver City where she hat been
attending the StaU Normal School.

Clovis, New Mexico

Renew your subscription
News before September 1st
We hr.ve quite a number of buyers fifty cents.
who are to start for Clovis just as
soon as their harvest is over, which
will .be in another week or ton days
and we are very shy on bargains to
offer them, so if you w&nt to sell
your land, please list it with us at
n
Land Co.
once.

better.

Sunday
AngeLos
to
trip
extended
an
from
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Eastin will
les, San Francesco and San Diego, spend several days next week at Dal- ' vi
California.
hart and Clayton.

Mr. John Barry returned

to the
The News wants to buy
save good, clean cotton rugs at
Bring thorn in.

QUALITY

MILK

Day An noimcec.
9:00 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.

The Farmers State Bank
CLOVIS, MEW MEXICO
WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU, and want to meet all
our Friends, Customers and the General Public, and urgently request that you visit us and inspect our new banking quarters on
this occasion.
S. J. BOYKIN,

President

J. W. WILKINSON,

V.-Pre-

OFFICERS

A. W. SKARDA, Cashier

JOE HEWETT, Asst. Cash.

s.

DIRECTORS:
S.

State

J. Boykin,

C.

P. Doughton,
S. Skarda,

J.

A. W. Skarda,

W. U. Dannelley.

J. W. Wilkinson,

Misses Elizabeth Riley and Coy
Reeves were here early this week
visiting relatives. These young ladies
are now attending the Normal at
Canyon, Texas.

U4.

"The Rabbit Twisters Bank"

Miss Floyd Broiles was in Clovis
this week visiting Mrs. Jeff Roberts,
Mrs. E. C. Corr.stock, Mrs. W. .
Spade, and Miss Nellye Cook.

List your land with the real estate
firm that is getting the buyers, if
n
you want quick sales.
Land Co.
Reagan-Doughto-

C. V. Steed

some
Renew your subscription to tho
once. News before September 1st and savo
fifty cents.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1920

Mrs. Paul Dallas snd Mrs. Sam
"The father of success is work,"
Vn. Old Man Work has a hard time Cotton of Belen were here this week
making his offspring keep up the visiting Mrs. H. Jefferson.
family name.
Mrs. Henry Mitchell and children,
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Singer of Bclen Melba and Lucille, 'are here for a
who have been visiting at the home visit with her mother, Mrs. Pattie
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Holland.
Singer, returned to their home last
Rev. Brander, rector of the
Sunday.
Church, says that work will
start soon on a new church for that
0. C. Conwill and family returned
denomination.
this week from Optima, Okla., where
Mr. Conwill has been attending the
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Johnson, Mr.
btdaide of hia father who has been
and Mrs. Byrle Johnson snd Lionel
very sick.
Johnson will leave Friday of this
week for a motor trip to points northMr. Will Coyan, an old settler of west of Santa Rosa.
realized
week
r.urrv County, this
that if he were to buy more land, it
Misses Pauline Peters, Julis Perkwould not be wise to wait, so he pur- ins,. Margaret Hall, and Gladys Riley
Reaganchased 160 acres from
will return tomorrow from Las Vegas
Doughton Land Co., near Ploasan. where they have been attending tho
lto
Hill.
Normal School.
E. L. McCauley returned the first
of the week from Lampasas, Texas,
nd other points in that section. Mr.
McCauley said he used to think that
was a pretty good country but this
trip down there certainly changed his
mind. At least, he says, it is not
much of a country when compared
to Eastern New Mexico. While he
was there he said he found plenty of
wosquitos and hot weather things
Curry County does not have. Mr.
McCauley says a great many In that
section do not really know what a
great country we havs here and when
he told them of the possibilities In
Eastern New Mexico, many promised
to Investigate this section.

some
The News wants to buy
onco. good, cloan cotf.on rr.gs at
Brin i them in.

"9

0 Demi

Reagan-Doughto-

Mrs. Felix Mandell and son, Buddy,
returned the first of the week from
Insist on being served with Campvisit at Albuquerque and Bernalillo. bell's ice cream.
is none
There

Humphrey &

Phone 56

iAn "Mi

FARMS WANTED

.,.

We carry "Tank Tires" for Fords that give you

returned this week

from a several week's visit at his old
home in North Carolina. Mrs. Steed
accompanied him, on the trip but
Cox
stopped off for a short visit in Ama-rillwhile enroute home.
PHONE 230

Capital $30,000.00

takes many a jolt out of life's rough
And this time the laugh was on us.
Because the organizers and officers of tho
Farmers State Bank were pioneers in Curry County,
who came to this region in the day when necessity
was truly the mother of existence the day when
a forked stick and a rabbit hole meant a possibility
a friend jokingly nicknamed us the "Rabbit-twister- s'
Tho joke stuck.
We .saw the
Bank."
"rabbit-twiste- r
days," and we are happy to say we
have lived to see the Inter day. We accept the
nickname as the smlleful reminder that times snd
friends of other days tire not forgotten.
A laugh

road.

n

ft

Deposits $145,231.80
Opened for Business
May 22, 1920.

Dairy
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